
 

 

Rock Man NEO / Mega Man NEO 
30XX 
"Hell on Earth" 
  
The Past:  Is nothing but lost memories ever since the Great War to end all 
wars broke out.  There were no victors, but everyone believed that this was 
the end of it all.  People live within the bowels of darkened alleys, 
striving to survive.  Humans, a powerful race, are now weakened and helpless 
against the terrors that affect them everyday. There is little more justice, 
and the only ones who feel safe are those who are already dead. 
 
Within the broken mountains lies a manor of the once powerful scientist, 
Dr. Ezekial Winston Wily, now left to scourge within his own home since the 
destruction of the war.  But little is known about the man...  Until... 
 
The Present: As several police helicopters search endlessly; a small, 
darkened figure seems to watch the broken city below.  The eyes of 
searchlights finally catch a sudden glimpse of the shadow, as it stands 
there, waiting. 
Suddenly the figure moves, holding out the limp body of a civilian, with 
his hands soaked in blood. 
"Sir, we've spotted him.  It’s the one who caused the homicides.  Awaiting 
orders to fire....  Wait... HE JUMPED! OPEN FIRE!!!" 
Jetting down the vertical structure, the red lights forming his eyes streak 
down alongside.  His speed is unimaginable, and his power is immense by the 
several automobiles that jump and rock from his touchdown.  He stops near 
the freeway and looks up, a sinister grin on his face. 
"Sir... he's... stopping... Dear God no... RETREAT!!!! retreAUGHH!!!--*" 
 
Gunter: "That was where the communications stopped. 
Zero: "Were there any survivors?" 
(Gunter puts his head down.) 
Zero: "Dammit... How many more must suffer before all of humanity is wiped 
out?..." 
Gunter: Easy Zero...  We still must study this man... this... beast, as they 
tell us.  He's not at all like what we've encountered... We have to be 
careful...  That goes for you too Zero." 
Zero: "I'm not going to stop until I see that... that... BASTARD in hell..." 
Gunter: "..." 
Zero: "I'm sorry...  I know my mission...  I just hope to see others safe 
before anything happens..." 
Gunter: "You're the last man I know that's sane in this hellhole Zero." 
Zero: "I'm just living by what I feel is right Gunter...  You know I would 
never have learned anything as I know now if it weren't for you." 
Gunter: "Let's track ourselves a killer..." 
 
The Future: ...There may be none. 
  
Meanwhile, inside a lab somewhere near the Pacific  
Soldier: "Hey, you! This is a restricted area, only official.. GLK--*"  
Gideon: "Must you be so messy Crystal?"  
Crystal: "My orders are simple...  Just be glad I'm carrying them out, unlike 
certain machines I know."  
Gideon: "And be glad I don't have to KILL you after this mission is 
complete...  We have a lot of work to do..."  
Crystal: "Do you suppose he's near?"  
Gideon: "That bastard has run off on us... He's a traitor... I don't think 



 

 

he'll be as far as he would hope for what he's done."  
Crystal: "He still knows his actual programming...  He's doing more death 
sentences than we have ever made together."  
Gideon: "All the more to seek him out, and destroy him...  He's making us 
look bad for the master."  
Crystal: "Killing our own brother... hm... *laugh*... What a novel 
thought...  All the more for us..."  
Gideon: "Yes... the more for.. us... *chuckle*... *loud laugh*!!" 
 
 
First Encounter with Zero and Gunter Script #002 
  
Zero: Halt! You're under arrest.  
Neo: Go to hell!  
Gunter: We won't stop at any cost until you are behind bars.  
Neo: There's no jail that could hold me... I'll kill you all!  
echo: ...kill you all...  
Zero: This is your last warning, killer... Surrender or we'll have to take 
you in by force.  
Neo: force... *maniacal laugh*!  You're already dead.  
*Neo charges toward Gunter and shoots him in the chest. Gunter falls to the 
floor*  
Zero: GUNTER!!! NOO!!!!!!!!  
Neo: You really treasure another’s life, don't you?... *chuckle*... I'm so 
glad to see your pain...  But your pain has just begun!  
Zero: You... YOU BASTARD! I'LL KILL YOU IF IT'S THE LAST THING I DO!  
Neo: Yes... YES!... Come fight me! It'll all be too easy!  huk.... wait.. 
no... STOP IT!!! AUGH!!! DAMN YOU!!!! WHY DO YOU DO THIS TO ME!  
Zero: What in the name of...  
Neo: *holding his head* DAMN YOU!!!... erg... DAMN YOU ALL! I AM MEGA MAN 
NEO! THE ULTIMATE KILLING MACHINE!!! AUGHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!  
*Neo leaves the area*  
Zero: Mega Man.... Neo.....    
Gunter: Z....Zero....  
Zero: Gunter! You're alive!.... we have to get you to a doctor!  
Gunter: No Zero.... it's too late... I..... I'm not going to make it...  
Zero: Don't say that! LIVE!!!  YOU CAN MAKE IT!  
Gunter: Zero...  I want you... to have...  my sword...  
Zero: No.... Gunter I....  
Gunter: Take the sword!....  Avenge all those who have died in he hands of 
that beast...... he's not.... *cough*... not.....  
Zero: Gunter.... no....  
*Zero takes the sword and holds it before him*  
Zero: "With the power of this sword I shall vanquish thee Mega Man Neo.... 
vanquish thee back to the depths of HELL!!!  
  
Next scene: Neo stands before a darkened alleyway.  
  
Neo: What the hell happened?... I...  I can't remember a thing now... 
blood....  blood is everywhere on me...  Dammit...  I will always be cursed 
with this...    
.......  
feh....stupid humans... they deserve to die...  
  
end of scene 
 
Script #003-Desert Base Stage 



 

 

  
Entrance:  
  
Neo: This place is as barren as the city...  Strange...  Why did I come here?  
I felt like there was something calling me...  But what?....  
Oh to hell with it all...  
*a large tank like figure strides up from the distance, underneath he sands 
and then quickly reenters the sands again*  
Neo: What was that?...  A tank?... Out here in the desert?...  
Hmmm... There has to be a base nearby...  And it's probably abandoned if 
I'm lucky.  
But probably not… …I'll have to kill them to hide my whereabouts.  
 
-end of entrance, beginning of Desert Base stage- 
  
Mid Stage:  
  
*The tank he saw before rides up before him, stopping him in his tracks and 
dives back into he sand*  
Neo: HOLY!!!...  
*the tank makes a strange whale like noise from below the sands*  
Neo: That thing must've been half a mile long!  I better be careful, that 
thing didn't look like it was welcoming me. 
  
-The Desert Base Stage Continues-   
  
Boss Introduction:  
  
*Neo is once again stopped by the giant tank, this time it stays over the 
sands and yells out a screeching noise.*  
Neo: That thing's been following me all this time...  What the hell is it 
doing?  
*the ground shakes below him*  
Neo: NO! It was setting a trap! AUGH!!!  
*Neo falls as the ground below him crumbles and he is taken to a lower area 
of the Desert Base.*  
Neo: damn, I was careless...  
*The tank screeches again*  
Neo: No turning back now... I'm going to have to take this creature down 
with force!... ungh... ah!.... DIE!!!  
 
-Battle with Capricorn Blue commences-  
  
End of Battle:  
  
Neo: Stupid machine...  ungh...  I'll have to seek someplace to regenerate 
myself...  
*walks off into the depths of the Desert Base*  
  
Ending Sequence of the Stage:  
  
Neo: Just as I thought...  this area is dead... Just like everywhere else 
in this god forsaken world...  
*a faint whisper emits behind him and Neo turns and holds out his cannon*  
Neo: Who's there?....  
*he faces a shadowy vortex of a hall and then slowly looks around, finding 
nothing he turns away, then finding a half broken machine with a scythe facing 



 

 

him*  
Neo: WHO THE HELL ARE YOU... UNGHH!...  I don’t care who you are... I'LL 
KILL YOU!!!  
Solo: ...Too late... I am already like you...  
Neo: Like hell you are...  
Solo: There is little time left for you... Unless you heed the warnings... 
You will suffer eternally...  
Neo: ungh.... h...... ow..... d...... who... do you... care....  
*The figure vanishes and Neo is there alone again within the bowels of the 
base*  
Neo: That voice...  
*Neo looks to his hand and then turns his head away, walking toward the hall, 
leaving his thoughts behind.*  
...who cares...  
-end of Desert Base Stage- 
 
Script #004-Testing Facility Stage 
  
Intro Sequence-Inside HQ  
Zero: Did you find him?...  
Soldier: We saw him running down the desert, we sent out the Capricorn Blue 
tank, but we lost transmission with it about 400 miles off  
Zero: He couldn’t have gone far... As for Capricorn Blue, forget about 
them... they're already dead...  
Soldier: Sir... I don't understand.. how could he destroy such a huge tank.  
Zero: He's done worse to many other men... We have to get him with more 
force... Send out Reinforcements  
Soldier: Yes sir./... I'll send out our best men... Signing off sir...  
Roll: Zero... Are you sure you want to go through with this...  
Zero: I have no choice... it's not only my duty, but it's my life task now... 
I'm not going to rest until everyone he's killed is avenged.  
Roll: I'm worried about you... you've never acted this strict...  
Zero: You have nothing to worry about...  I have a mission, and I'm not 
holding back until it's fulfilled...  
*walks off as Roll stays by the computer desk*  
Roll: I.... Don't want you to die.... Okay brother?...  
Zero: ...  
Roll: Please...  
Zero: I promise Roll.... I'll always look after you just as Gunter did to 
me...  
  
Intro to the Stage:  
  
Neo: Strange...  The Base suddenly turned into an abandoned training ground 
as I walk further...  I should be careful not to trigger anything...  But 
of course, this technology is so ancient, I hardly believe it will work...  
*A strange beeping noise is heard in the distance and lights begin to turn 
on*  
Neo: What?..,  
Computer: Good Morning...  This is training level 3...  Getting ready to 
load components.  We should hope you have a good workout Doctor Matheas...  
Neo: Doctor Matheas?... What the...  NO! The computers turning on the 
training...  I better get out of this place before the damn thing cuts my 
head off!  
  
Near Ending Stage:  
  



 

 

Neo: DAMMIT!!!  It won't let me through, it's locked the doors...  
Computer: Training incomplete...  Commencing final service.  
Neo: Errrrauuugghhh!!!!  Damn you!  Leave me in peace!  
-The Boss fight begins-  
  
After Boss Battle Sequence:  
  
Gideon: He's strong...  
Crystal: Now strong enough...  We can still destroy him, can't we?  
Gideon: Face to face?...  We still need to test him some more...  
Crystal: Enough of your tricks... I'm going to face him man to man, to see 
who is the most powerful...  I'm not going to stand behind a computer screen 
and watch him fight like cowards. Letting other machines do work that cannot 
be done.  
Gideon: You wish to fight and be destroyed, be my guest... it'll be more 
stress off my back...  I personally still want to train myself in studying 
him before I take further action.  
Crystal: You do what you want... I already know my intentions.  
*MM Crystal walks out*  
Gideon: Fool...  No wonder Wily appreciates my tasks more...  I'd like to 
see Crystal's attempt...  and fail... *chuckle*...  It'll be nice to see 
my brother’s blood be scattered against the floor...  
  
End of Script #004 
 
Script #005-Junk Yard Stage 
  
Intro to Stage:  
  
Neo: I hate computers... Now where am I?...  This place just keeps getting 
weirder and weirder.  When the hell am I going to find the back door?  
Crystal (distant): Hello brother...  
Neo: That voice.... it's you....  
Crystal (distant): I'm surprised you remember me brother... It's been a long 
time.  
Neo: What the hell do you want?  
Crystal (distant): I'm here to give you a warning...  
Neo: To hell with your warnings!  I'm getting out of this hellhole.  
Crystal: *haughty laugh*! *lands before him* Do you actually think you can 
leave this planet?  This... this hellhole you so speak of?  You can't leave 
brother! You just can't!... *laugh* 
You're even more stupid than I thought... that you think you can run away 
from your true mission.  
Neo: My mission is my own law!...  I'm getting away from the doctor.. and 
I'm getting away from you bastards!  
Crystal: Oh brother, brother, brother... *laugh*...  You can't leave the 
doctor.. he created you...  
Neo: Stop calling me brother damn you! eragh... ERAUGH!!  
Crystal: Hm?..  
Neo: g.... gill.... I kill you!...  
Crystal: What?...  What's happening to you! Those... those eyes...  
Neo: GRAUGH!!! *charges after him and Crystal leaps over him*  
Crystal: Neo!...  You bastard!...  Ever since you left the doctor, you've 
gone insane!  
Neo: d...dieeeeYAHHH!!!!!  
Crystal: Neo... it is not your time yet... I'm still watching you... the 
doctor wants you back...  



 

 

Neo: d....duh... duh.... doctor....  DOCTOR WILY!!! AUGH!!!!!!!!!  
*clenches his head*  
Crystal: ....  
Neo: *maniacal laugh*!!!!  
Crystal: He's being torn apart by his memories... he'll probably kill 
himself... *leaps out of the scene as Neo falls to the floor*  
-fade out-  
  
Voice: Neo......  
Neo.... wake up...   
Neo: ungh..... too many... no... must... kill.. I... obsolete.... all 
must... perish... doctor... Wily.....  
Voice: Oh Neo.... you are so weak... get up!...  face the facts! KEEP 
MOVING!!!  
Neo: There is... more to destroy...  
  
-fade in- Neo is in the middle of  a pile of rubble, mostly robotic parts 
and mechanics, all broken*  
Neo: ungghhh....  Crystal!!...  
Where did he go... How long have I been out... where am I?...  
This is a robotic graveyard...  nothing is alive here..  
....keep... moving...  
-end of intro-  
  
Middle Stage, mid-boss fight with Scorpio Strike  
  
Scorpio: That's as far as you go you murderer!  
*a stinger streaks towards Neo and he leaps back*  
Neo: Who the hell are you?  
Scorpio: I am Scorpio Strike...  Soldier of the Omegamma division... I was 
sent here with orders to destroy you.  
Feh... I don't understand why people are making such a  fuss about you... 
you look so puny...  
Neo: You better hold your tongue... and get out of my way...  
Scorpio: No no no...  You're a wanted man, I can't let you just go now can 
I?...  Besides.. there's a hefty reward waiting for me after I kill you as 
well.  
Neo: Scum...    
Scorpio: I'm doing it for the good of all people.. including myself!  Once 
you die! Everything will be better! So come on! Show me what you got murderer!  
-battle with Scorpio Strike begins-  
  
End of Scorpio Strike Battle:  
  
Scorpio: AUGH!!!!  YOU... I can't believe it... you're what they all said 
about you.... you're a ravage killing machine!!!  You won't die until 
everything is destroyed!!!  
Neo: including you... *rips through Scorpio and Scorpio dies*  
Neo: Goodnight...  
-End of Scene, Scorpio Strike is dead-  
  
Ending Scene:  
  
Neo: Finally.. some light... now I can get out of this god-forsaken 
graveyard...  
Crystal: Not so fast...  
Neo: Crystal... you again  



 

 

Crystal: I saw what you did to that soldier...  good work... the master 
would've been proud.  
Neo: I don't care about you OR the master! now leave me alone!  
Crystal: As I said... The master wants you...  
Neo: I'm not going back....  
Crystal: Who said I was here to bring you back to him...  
Neo: What?....  
Crystal: That's right Neo... We're going to kill you...  
Neo: kill me?... I'm your brother!!!  WE LIVED BY THE CODE!  
Crystal: We are brothers... You should know by now... it is the survival 
of the fittest that counts.  
*MM Crystal unveils his claw and readies for battle*  
-Mega Man Battle commences-  
  
End of MM Battle:  
  
Crystal: Shit...  You tricked me...  You're not the brother I once knew, 
the one that I trained with for years...  Back then, YOU were the one cowering 
down with blood streaked against your face...  
Neo: brother.... WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT BEING BROTHERS?  
Crystal: *laugh*... We’re not weak like the humans... that's why he wants 
us to wipe them out of existence...  You should know that...  
Neo: ....  
Crystal: I'm not going to be fooled so easily next time... You WILL die in 
my hands Neo... and then I... I shall be the victor... the STRONGEST MEGA 
MAN!  
*Mega Man Crystal Teleports out*  
Neo: ...brother...   
-end of boss battle-  
  
End of Script #005  
 
Script #006-The Freeway Stage 
  
Intro Scene-Inside Dr. Wily's Lab  
  
Wily: You disappoint me Crystal... I thought you had more potential than 
this.  
Crystal: Forgive me.. master... but it appears he's become stronger than 
we thought since he left.  
Wily: I know... *chuckle* 
Crystal: You do?...  Master...   
Wily: Silence...  I'm not going to destroy you because I need as much help 
at capturing Mega Man Neo as much as possible... Besides, I'm not going to 
kill my own children at such a minor default...  
Crystal: You are... too kind...  
Wily: Shut up... and leave my presence...  I want you to search for him 
again... And don't let your brothers catch you off guard...  You know what 
to do...  
Crystal: Yes Master...  
Wily: As for the rest of you... I want you to search everywhere... catch 
his attention.. destroy all you wish...  
Hammer, Cirus, Axel: Yes master...  
*they all leave*  
Wily: He he he he... everything is going... just as I thought it would... 
ha ha ha ha ha...  
-end of scene-  



 

 

  
Intro to stage:  
  
Neo: finally.. I'm at the freeway... maybe this'll lead me somewhere far 
away...  
Helicopter Soldier: You! We have orders to capture you or destroy you...  
Lay down with your hands over your head or be destroyed!  
Neo: Damn! not this again! Eraugh!!!  I'm not going down just yet... *dashes 
off as bullets fire after him*  
If anything gets in my way, I'll destroy it!  
-end of intro, Mega Man Neo keeps  running-  
  
Middle Stage:  
  
Police: halt!  
Neo: damn, they're everywhere! AUGH!!!!!! *grabs tot he floor of the concrete 
freeway and it rumbles*  
Police: what's he doing? NO!!! the ground is breaking underneath!  
Neo: You'll all die!!! HA HA HA HA HA!!!  
Police: wuagh!!! AUGHH!!!!!  
*they fall as the floor beneath them crumbles*  
Neo: damn them all... I have to keep moving  
*jumps over the rubble pile and jets down the freeway again*  
-end of middle stage-  
  
Intro Boss Battle:  
  
Sagittarius: Stop!...  How dare you kill my fleet...  they were the best 
men and women that ever worked on the force!  
Neo: Why should you care... they are mere souls...  None of which you could 
comprehend with...  Aren’t you of higher authority?  
Sagittarius: Silence! You mock me with such ignorance...  I'm not going to 
stand here as several are dying needlessly because of you.  
Neo: Needlessly you say... they all deserve to die... no one deserves to 
live! *maniacal laugh*!  
Sagittarius: Your soul is black... no.. you HAVE no soul... You are nothing 
but a mere blur against the Earth...  
Neo: There is no more Earth!! SHUT UP!!! GET OUT OF MY WAY NOW!!  
Sagittarius: No Neo... I came here to find you and destroy you.. so that 
no more lives shall be taken from your endless reign of terror...  
Neo: Endless... yes... you'll join your comrades soon enough...  
-battle with Sagittarius Z begins--  
  
Battle with Sagittarius Z end:  
  
Neo: You see!!!  There is no hope for you or anyone!  You will just die! 
I am speeding up the process! *Crazy laugh*!!!  
Sagittarius: Y.... you... you will die as well..... a more horrible death 
than all the lives that you have taken....  Your black heart will be your 
end....  You.... you have no right to take the life of another.... no 
right.... r....unggh....  
Neo: I have no right....  I have every right...   
....  I should know.... it is the survival of the fittest that counts....  
*walks off*  
-Sagittarius Z is dead, end of Freeway stage-  
  
End of Script #006  



 

 

 
Script #007-Oceanic Stage 
  
Intro Scene:  
  
Cirus: *standing upon a ledge over the Ocean, holding out a woman dressed 
in a lab coat* Tell me my lovely... where is Neo?... Tell me and I might 
spare your life...  
Dr. Tri Light: No! Please! I don't know where he is... I just heard he was 
coming here... I..   
Cirus: Hmm... you may be smart... but you certainly don't know when your 
in danger do you my precious.  
*fondles Tri Light*  
Dr. Tri Light: Get away from me you bastard! AHH!!  
Cirus: I think I'll... "play" a little before I deal with you.. he he he  
*gets struck form behind by Aquarius Waver*  
Aquarius: Unhand her!  
Cirus: Gah!...  Damn it all.. I was careless...  Oh well, you'll all die 
once the time is right, ho ho ho ho!  
*leaps off the cliff*  
Aquarius: Madam... Are you all right?  
Dr. Tri Light: I'm.. I'm alright... don't worry about me...  
Aquarius: It's dangerous here...  I'll send my troops to come and take you 
back to...  
Dr. Tri Light: No... I came here for a reason...  
Aquarius: What?...  what kind of reason would a doctor be out here?  
Dr. Tri Light: I'm after... him...  
Aquarius: ....  
-end of scene-  
  
Intro to Level:  
  
Neo: The Freeway ends where this huge crater is... damn... it's been so long 
since the damn war, the craters from the napalm blasts have water...  must 
be dirty as hell... filthy humans.  
Cirus: ho ho ho ho  
Neo: Dammit, they're still following me!  Cirus!!!  
Cirus: Hello brother... I'm glad I found you here...  
Neo: I'm not going to fall for your tricks...  
Cirus: Tricks?... Dear brother... I'm only here for fair game.  
Neo: I know what you want... just like Crystal!  
Cirus: Crystal was a fool, where he failed, I will succeed...  See that 
island over there?  I'm keeping a tiny little secret there...  
Neo: Secret... another trick?  
Cirus: No secret Neo...  Did you know that the Master has planted something 
inside of you?  
Neo: What Shut up!  
Cirus: I'm not lying brother... He set up a bomb, right inside of you.. but 
I know a secret to undo the curse within you if you meet me at the plant 
on that little island, ho ho ho!  
Neo: Cirus.... you, you-  
Cirus: Ah ah ah...  You have little time left brother.. I'd say about.. oh... 
an hour...  you better hurry and catch up...  Maybe I could help better 
prepare you for the explosion.  
Neo: .....  
Cirus: Farewell... it's been nice knowing you...  
Neo: Cirus.... why should I trust that idiot.... but... my mind has been 



 

 

acting.... maybe he's telling the truth this time...  ergh! I don't care...  
I'm going to find out, and I'm going to get answers!  
-begin Oceanic Stage-  
  
Boss Battle:  
  
Aquarius: You! You're the one that almost killed that innocent woman 
earlier...  
Neo: ... I've killed much more than a single woman....  
Aquarius: Wait... it ISN'T you...  
Neo: Cirus....  
Aquarius: Wait... now I really recognize you...  You're the one they call 
Mega Man Neo... the serial killer!  I have orders to deal with you!  
Neo: NO!!! I don't have time for this!  
Aquarius: You will never harm another soul again! Fight me! Show me what 
you have!  
-battle with Aquarius Waver begins--  
  
End of Battle:  
  
Neo: Now... to find out this 'secret" Cirus is hiding...  
Tri Light: Mega.... Man... Neo?...  
Neo:  *holds out his blaster toward the woman*  
Tri Light: ...  You can shoot all you will...  
Neo: Who are you?... bah... I don't have time... *jets off*  
Tri Light: Wait!....  I want to know..... I.....  
-end of scene, Aquarius Waver is dead-  
  
End of Script #007  
 
Script #008-Power Factory 
  
Beginning of Stage:  
  
*The door slams behind him*  
Gideon: HA HA HA HA!!!!  Fell into the trap like a mouse!  
Neo: Gideon!  
Cirus: Not the only one here dear brother... you were so gullible.  
Neo: Cirus! You too?  But, what about the...  
Cirus: timed explosion?... Oh please, I just made that up to fool you... 
you were always so stupid like that.  
Neo: Damn you!  I'll kill you so you won't trick anyone again!  
Cirus: Not so fast brother... I will kill YOU... and with the help of brother 
Gideon...   
Neo: No! No more tricks!  This ends NOW!  
Gideon: You should know that it will not end so easily!  Not without a fight 
in any case.  
*A large robot crashes from the ground*  
Cirus: ho ho ho ho ho ho...  
Neo: Wha... what the hell is this?  
Gideon: We found this buried deep within this abandoned factory...  But now 
that I have the controls...  
Cirus: He's under our command, and he’s ready to be tested on you.  
Gideon: We know you can survive this task, we just want to "roughen you up" 
before we kill you ourselves.  
Neo: I'm not going to be your toy!  
Cirus: Toy? Oh ho ho ho ho ho...  No no no...  We just want to see your 



 

 

qualifications.  
Neo: qualif...  DAMMIT ALL! LEAVE ME ALONE!  
Gideon: Not until your dead! AND THIS ENTIRE PLANET WIPED CLEAN OF FILTH! 
HA HA HA HA!!!  
Cirus: Starting off with you dear brother... have fun with the big guy while 
we wait ahead... ho ho ho ho  
Gideon: So long... brother...  
Neo: No!  
Libra: Destroy...  
*fires a beam that Neo dodges*  
Neo: You son of a bitch!  
-begin Power Factory Stage-  
*throughout the stage, the huge Libra Red follows Neo*  
  
Mid-Boss Battle:  
  
*Libra Red bursts from under the ground and covers Neo's chance to escape*  
Libra: Terminate...  Terminate...  
Neo: shit...  I guess all I can do is face it off now.  
-begin mid-boss battle with Libra  Red-  
  
Mid-Boss Battle complete:  
  
*Libra Red explodes*  
Neo: Now I can get out of here...  
Gideon: ah ah ah...  
*a hatch opens underneath him and Neo falls in*  
Neo: NO! not again! AUGHHH!!!!!  
Cirus: ho ho ho... thanks for setting him up for me...  
Gideon: Don't fail...  Or "I" will kill you...  
Cirus: Don't worry... it'll be as easy as pie.  
-end of mid battle, Libra Red is destroyed-  
  
Sequence:  
*fade in slowly, as Neo is unconscious on the ground*  
voice: Neo........ Neo....  
this is not what your supposed to do...  
Your killing is destroying you...  
you have to stop while you can....  
you... must... stop.... *voice fades out*  
Wily's voice: WHA HA HA HA HA HA HA!!!  
Neo: GYAUGH!!!!! *wakes up!* *huffing* It was... only a nightmare...  I was 
unconscious... damn my brothers...  Where am I?...  
*several faint moans of women are heard in the background as Cirus enters*  
Cirus: Did you have a good nap brother?  
Neo: Cirus...  
Cirus: Did you have good dreams?  
Neo: ....  
Cirus: he he he...  I thought so...  I've always slept well after a nice 
murder.  
Neo: ...bastard...  
Cirus: Am I? brother?..  Or are you just dense to the facts that you are 
a bastard too.  Murdering the innocent just like me...  Only I had more 
capable victims in mind...  
Neo: capable victims?...  
Cirus: This is were I buried my kills brother.. her under this abandoned 
Power Facility...  This is where I placed my excitement... my joy... my 



 

 

ecstasy...  
Neo: What?... you mean...  
Cirus: hm hm hm...  Brother we are not like the humans... we have power over 
them... we decide their fate...  We decide "what" we want to do with them...  
Neo: ...What you decided was to rape them...  
Cirus: ho ho ho ho... you make it sound so harsh... still.. why should you 
care...  
Neo: I.... I DON'T care....  
Cirus: Good... for a second there I thought you were going soft on me... 
ho ho ho...  Oh brother...  Your mind has flailed to the facts ever since 
you left our home.  Why did you leave?  Was it because you couldn't take 
the masters plans?  Was it because you felt weak against the rest of your 
brothers?  
Neo: I have my own reasons...  
Cirus: It's too bad I'll never know...  
Neo: hm?  
Cirus: Here is where your last breath will be carried out brother...  I will 
let you rest here with all the care I've put into it...  Full of helpless 
death...  ho ho ho  
-battle with Mega Man Cirus commences-  
  
End of Battle:  
  
*Neo grabs Cirus by the neck and holds him up, choking him*  
Cirus: gyuk... guh... no... it's impossible... no one can handle such 
strength.... unnggghh!!!  
Neo: g.... gill you....  
Cirus: You're eyes.... they... they've changed... guh... no... NO LET ME 
GO!!!  brother... don't do this to me...  I... I was just following 
orders... gyuhh!!!... Don't blame me... blame the rest... don't kill me! 
I don't want to die!!!  
Neo: d.....die.... *Neo's voice melds in with another tone that sounds deep*  
Now you will join the many innocents before you... the ones you have raped 
and murdered... the helpless women who didn't even deserve to die!!!  
Cirus: Neo?.... no.. that's not you!!  You’re possessed!!! LET ME GO!!! 
DON'T KILL ME!! GAUGHHHHHHH!!!!!!!  
*Neo opens his buster and blasts Cirus in the heart, and his body goes limp*  
gyu... ungh....  
*Neo drops him to the ground and his eyes grow back normally and he grows 
drowsy as he holds his head*  
Neo: ungh.... what... what happened to me...  I... suddenly felt like I was 
being controlled by something....  
*looks down to Cirus*  
....  
To hell with this... I don't know what's going on... but I'm going to find 
answers....  
*holds the blood of Cirus in his hands*  
Mega Man Cirus... Rest in hell...  
-end of stage.  Mega Man Cirus is  dead-  
*Mega Man has gained the Deadly Wire weapon*  
  
*End of Script #008*  
 
Script #009-Weather Control Stage 
  
Introduction Scene:  
  



 

 

Gideon: What?...  His communications are down, I don't understand... I...  
Crystal: What is the problem?  
Gideon: I can't contact Cirus...   
Crystal: hm......  He is dead...  
Gideon: WHAT?  But Neo couldn't possibly destroy one of his own blood!  We 
were all built with he same strengths!  I mean...  
Crystal: Shut up... I think you should've known by now that Neo possesses 
an even greater power now...  The master has been holding back on us...  
Gideon: Do you think....  
Crystal: Hmm...  Right now, all I want is for Neo is perish...  
Gideon: You can’t possibly go out there against him now... not after what 
he's done with Cirus...  
Crystal: You stay here and tinker all you wish... I'm going to seek him out 
again...  
*Crystal walks off*  
Gideon: This changes matters...  who should I trust now?...  
-end of beginning sequence-  
  
Intro to Stage:  
  
Neo: ungh... curse this heat...  The farther I go.. the hotter it gets... 
wait a minute....  
A weather orb controls his place!  This is a weather control area!  
Dammit... I can't see anything because of the fake sun...  I have to get 
rid of these damn things before things get worse...  
-begin stage-  
  
During the stage:  
  
-Neo destroys the first orb and the weather turns normal-  
Neo: damn machines...  wha...  
*rain begins to pour*  
Neo: unggh... no... there has to be more of those orbs around here... How 
the hell am I going to get through here?  
  
-Neo destroys the second orb-  
Neo: I bet there's a third one around here...  The Wind is starting to blow, 
and it's getting colder.. that means there's a blizzard weather orb...  I 
just have to get to it before the storm gets worse.  
  
-Neo destroys the third orb-  
Neo: unggh....  no!!!!  A... a fourth orb?... what? There's never a 
fourth.... AUGH!!!!!  
*the wind blows harder and harder and he gets blown away and gets crushed 
on the wall and goes unconscious.*  
  
At Fade In:  
  
Voice: You must kill....  
You must destroy....  
You want to drink the humans’ blood don't you?...  
Yes... it's something you've been wishing for...  
Kill....  It's your destiny....  
Your pleasing the master at every soul you collect....  
kill... murder!... DESTROY!!!....  
*Neo wakes up on the ground*  
Neo: ungh... what?...  where am I?...   



 

 

This place looks like... a forest.... wait...  
there hasn’t been a  single shred of living plant life since the war...  this 
is all fake... a prosthetic jungle...  
*looks to his hands*  
....  What keeps talking to me?....  
  
-End of Stage-  
  
Script #009 complete  
 
Script #010-Prosthetic Jungle 
  
Beginning Sequence:  
  
*Axel is standing on a ledge of a broken building as Hammer searches the 
ground*  
Axel: Where the hell did he run off to...  
Hammer: It looks like he jetted out toward the ocean...  He was here 
though...  I bet he's still moving...  
Axel: He can't be faster than me...  
Hammer: I don't need your ego to get in the way of MY progress... I'm going 
to check the sewers...  He probably found a new place to hide after he killed 
Cirus.  
Axel: You heard from Crystal too eh?...  hmmm...  I have reason to believe 
he'll be back...  So... I'll try scouting the freeway area...  
Hammer: You do that...  
Axel: Any word from Panic?...  
Hammer: That damn psycho?...  All I heard him saying is that he went off 
for a little fun...  TO hell with him...  
Axel: *holding his scarf* he he... I can't wait to face Neo...  
-end of sequence-  
  
Stage beginning:  
  
Neo: I hate this place... every time I take a step I keep thinking about 
this damn Earth...  Earth is already dead.. there's no hope for it...  I 
should know this by now...  
hmmm.... There're humans here.... *turns over and points his gun toward the 
doctor*  
YOU AGAIN?  Who are you?... stop following me!  
Tri Light: Neo... I've been watching you...  I... I have reason to believe 
you have another side to you...  
Neo: What are you talking about?... Go away or I'll kill you!  
Tri Light: You can shoot me all you wish as I said before... But what will 
it prove?...  I know there's something inside you crying out in pain from 
all the things you've been through... tell me of your doctor...  tell me 
of yourself... I can help you!  
Neo: NOONE can help me!  It's all lies!!! STAY BACK!!!  
Tri Light: Neo...  please... you can trust me....  
Neo: I thought I could trust my own brothers...  Why the hell do you think 
I should trust you  
*Neo turns and runs off*  
Tri Light: Neo!...   His mind is darkened by something... but what?....  
-end of sequence-  
  
Battle Intro:  
  



 

 

Leo: GRRRRRAAAAAAUUUUUUUOOOOORRRRRR!!!  
Neo: What the?....  
Leo: You are Mega Man Neo I presume...  
Neo: Who wants to know?...  
Leo: I am General Leo, and you are under the accounts of homicide.  
Neo: Tell me something I don't know...  
Leo: Hmmm...  You aren't like any of the criminals I've faced before... I 
would enjoy a challenge for once.  
Neo: You've been training hard haven't you.... so have I...  But you don't 
know pain until I finish with you...  
Leo: Bring it on murderer...  
-Battle with General Leo commences-  
  
End of Battle:  
  
Leo: You... you fight like none other... I'm impressed... *cough*  
Neo: So... now you know what pain is...  and now your pain has only just 
begun. *points his gun toward him*  
Leo: ...  So it's come to this...  At least I would have died in honor...  
Neo: There's no honor in you...  Just another pathetic scrape against the 
Earth...    
Tri Light: NO! Neo DON'T!!!  
Neo: ....wha... I...  ca..... NO! KILL!!!  
Tri Light: Neo, please stop... don't kill him... What's the use of it all?....  
Neo: errggggaaaughh!!!! Stop....  messing with my head... *holds his head 
as he steps back*  
Leo: What...  Is he possessed?...  
Tri Light: it's true.... he has a second voice...  
Neo: NO!!! g....gill her... *voice melds with another* KILL HER NOW!!! HA 
HA HA HA HA HA!!!!  
Leo: NO!!!  Doctor! Get down!!!  
Neo: *Powers up his gun* ....you... are... dead....  
Tri Light: ngggh....  
Leo: NO!!! *leaps in front of Tri Light as he is struck by Neo's blast and 
falls tot he ground*  
Tri Light: ....  
Neo: unggh.... augh!!!! AUGHHHHHH!!!!!! *runs off*  
Tri Light: ...Neo...  What's inside of you that's causing you to do this?...  
-End of Stage-  
  
Script #010 complete  
 
Script #011-Sewer Caverns 
  
Intro Sequence:  
  
Neo: unggh.. what went wrong with me back there... I always feel like I'm 
being controlled by something...  What am I?...  I... I can't understand 
why I'm being controlled by something else...  What the hell is in me...  
(??): You are your own holder of the demon of your own emotions...  
Neo: who... where is that coming from... show yourself dammit!!!  
(??): I am but a messenger...  warning you to stay back...  Hold back your 
anger or be ready to suffer death...  of which you will never comprehend...  
Neo: My emotions are my own business!!! GRAUGH!!! stay out of my mind!  
*Solo appears before him*  
Solo: Mega... Man.... Nee..... oh......  
Neo: what?...  it's you... the one...  but who are you?...  



 

 

Solo: gyuhh.. uhh... UNGHHH!!!!!  
*is hung by a string and dies, Solo disappears*  
Neo: NO! WAIT!!!  YOU HAVE TO ANSWER ME!!! MY QUESTIONS HAVEN'T BEEN 
ANSWERED!!!! DAMN YOU!!! DAMN YOU!!!!!!!!  
*two soldiers are in the distance*  
Soldier1: What was that?...  
Soldier2: Over there!  
Soldier1: Sir... there's something over there!...  
Neo: unggh my....  emotions... what does it all mean?... voices... 
emotions... anger... the killing...  
Soldier1: There he is!  
Soldier2: Sir we found him!!!  Hold your fire until  we get orders...  
Soldier1: Stay back you murderer...  
Soldier2: Hey!... Get back away from him!...  
Soldier1: I got you now you bastard...  
Soldier2: Phearson!!!  Get back here!!!  Don’t fire until the general gives 
off the orders!  
Soldier1: NO!! This bastard dies now!!!...  I'll never forget what he did 
to my wife...  and my kids...  Do you know what it's like to see your own 
family murdered before you DO YOU!  
Voice: did you hear that?... he said murder...  That's what you love to 
hear... don't you?...  
Soldier2: Get back here Phearson!!!  
Voice: He's not holding back... you remember how much fun it was killing 
his family?... don't you?... all the lives you killed...  You want more don't 
you?... start with him... again... he he he he....  
Soldier1: I'm gonna blast this son of a bitch to hell... unghh!! WHAT? NO!!!  
Soldier2: PHEARSON!!!  
Neo: ... he he he he he he he he... HA HA HA HA HA HA!!!!  
Soldier2: Dear God... NO!!! PHEARSON!!!!  
Soldier1: AUGHH!!!!! *is slashed down the chest by Neo and thrown to the 
floor, and slowly moves toward the other soldier*  
Soldier2: ...you... monster..... YOU MONSTER!!!!  
*fires shots but he dodges and he slashes his neck and he falls to the floor* 
hnkkk!!....  
*Neo is struck from behind by a spear and it's lodged through him* GYUHH!!!!  
Cancer: Mega Man Neo...  Your terror ends here...  not only have you killed 
millions in your hands... you've killed my troops... my FRIENDS!...  
Neo: guh... guh.... gyill..... *slowly limps toward Cancer Lite*  
Cancer: HA HA HA HA!!!...  What is it Mega Man Neo?... you wish to kill me 
now?... you are reduced to nothing...  For revenge of all the people on this 
planet...  I have destroyed you...  
Neo: gyuh.... no... gill... you... *lodges the spear out of his chest and 
screams out and then tosses it down*  
Cancer: no.... you... you're not normal.... How could you.. that spear should 
have pierced your heart!!!!  
Neo: you... die... now... like... all .... ON EARTH!!! ERAUGHH!!!!!!!!  
-battle with Cancer Lite commences-  
  
Battle Complete:  
  
Cancer: ungh... I can't believe I failed...  I was so sure of myself... I... 
ugh....  Neo...  YOu will get yours soon... I promise... by... 
ungggghhhh....  
Neo: hngghh!!...  
Voice: ...good job...  
Neo: sh... shut up..... wh.... who am  talking to?....  



 

 

Faint Voice: he he he he....  
That's it... I can’t take this shit any longer... I have to go back to the 
master.... no....  That's what he wants.... I... have to leave.... as soon 
as possible... farther away form him...  
-Stage starts-  
  
Battle with Mega Man Hammer:  
  
*a crushing stomping noise is heard coming closer*  
Neo: what?...  
*smashes thought he walls, roaring*  
Hammer: Ha ha ha...  Neo! I'm so glad I finally came upon you...  
Neo: Hammer... You caught up to me...  I thought I would never have the chance 
to meet up withy our either... knowing how slow you are.  
Hammer: SLOW ERAUGH!!! *beats his chest* what takes up in speed... I have 
in strength... obviously more powerful than YOU, you puny little shit...  
Neo: I could care less...  
Hammer: As always...  You hated the master... right?...  
Neo: ....  
Hammer: Why didn't you kill him if you did... instead of running like a little 
chicken...  YOu don't have the guts to do anything you tiny bastard...  
Neo: sh..... shut up...  
Hammer: Oh... am I making you angry Neo?...  Am I hurting your "feelings"?..  
HA!...  You're weak... you always have been.. you always will be...  You 
don’t even have the power to face Wily... and he's just a human... I'm not 
impressed at all.  
Neo: What about you?...  
Hammer: huh?... what about me?...  
Neo: You've always wanted to kill the master too...  
Hammer: WHAT? I never... I...  Where the hell did you hear that?  
Neo: You would always talk about killing him... you thought it would be a 
pleasure to you... you know how much you love to see humans crushed under 
your heavy arms...  It's always been a  dream of yours... and here you tell 
me I couldn't kill him myself...  
Hammer: You... You son of a bitch!!! ERAUGH!!!!  
Neo: Oh... am I hurting your "feelings"?  
Hammer: In our game... feelings don't matter... We thrive to kill... it's 
our mission... we're here to wipe the planet clean...  
Neo: ...at what cost...  
Hammer: He he he...  Who cares... We just follow orders...  
Neo: I... enough of this.. get out of my way...  
Hammer: No...  I've put up with your crap for the last time...  You’re gonna 
die right under this cavern...  
Neo: You want to kill me too?  
Hammer: Neo... we all want to kill you...  We're setting up a test on who 
can finish you off first...  And I'm betting' it's gonna be me... I’m the 
only one powerful enough to stop you...  
Neo: ...Get away!... I don't want to fight you....  
Hammer: You're going to fight me, and I’m gonna kill you!!... COME ON!! hit 
me! show me what your powers are like... I can't wait for a challenge... 
all these stupid humans... so weak and pathetic!  COME ON!!! FIGHT!!! 
ERAUGHHHH!!!!!!  
-Battle with Hammer commences-  
  
End of Battle:  
  
Hammer: Hunggh..... huhuh.... huh heh he he.... he he...  



 

 

Neo: You're finished Hammer...   
Hammer: No... I'm not through with you yet... I can.... ungghh.... gyahhh!!!! 
MY ARM!!!  
Neo: hmph....  
Hammer: NO!!! you took Cirus's weapon!!! HOW CO.... AUGH!!! *Deadly Wire 
slashes off his arm*  
Hammer: nngggh.....  I... can't lose....  
Neo: I'm through with this...  You know of the voices don't you?...  
Hammer: What're you talking about...  
*Neo leaps onto him and grabs him by the neck* YOU KNOW OF THE VOICES!!!  
Hammer: you... b.. bastard... I don't know what your tlaking about...  heh 
heh... heh....   
Neo: What's so funny...  
Hammer: You may have killed me... but... but you won't ever get past....  
There's... always something more powerful than you... heh heh heh... 
ungh.... uggghnnnnn....  
Neo: Hammer.... what.... what do you mean by that?... HAMMER!!!!......   
It's too late... he's already dead...  Hmph...   
I'm not going to find any answers here...  I better head off...  
*Neo recieves Gaia Crush*  
*Mega Man Hammer and Cancer Lite are dead*  
End of Stage  
  
Script #011 complete  
 
Script #012-Frozen North 
  
Intro Sequence:  
  
Tri Light: *huffing as she enters the lab* Z..Zero..  
Zero: My god.. Doctor, are you all right?  
Tri Light: Yes I'm fine...  ungh.. just a little beat up.  
Roll: We told you to stay here at the lab, it's too dangerous, not while 
that murderer is on the loose.  
Tri Light: I'm fine.. I've lived through worse...  Zero..  I'm sorry.. 
about..  
Zero: The others... yes I know...  Roll told me that their life support 
signals have dissapeared...  there's littel we can do... unless..  
Roll: Zero... don't do it.. I don't want to lose my brother...  
Zero: Roll... I told you.. I'm a Commander... I must take matters into my 
own hands once things get out of hand...  Stay here and report to me what 
you find...  
Roll: Yes... okay...  Please come back alive...  I don't know what I'd do 
without you.  
Zero: Take care of Doctor Tri Light...  
*Zero leaves*  
Roll: What were you thinking Doctor?...  You co...  
Tri Light: Could have died... yes, I'm aware...  I wanted to know more about 
him...  
Roll: That.. that killer?...  What more is there to be known... he's 
destroyed everyone!   
Tri Light: I know... But somewhere deep within... I know there is something 
more to him...  
Roll: He's empty inside.. he's a criminal...  
Tri Light: There is good in everyone...  You should know that Roll....    
Roll: I... yes but...  hmph... I don't know what to think...  From now on 
you stay here though...  



 

 

Tri Light: You have my word... Now if you'll excuse me, I have to do some 
research...  
Roll: Very well.. I'll be in the communications room if you need me...  
*Roll Leaves, Tri Light works on her computer*  
Tri Light: The Voice... where is it?...  
-end of sequence-  
  
Beginning of Stage:  
  
*Neo climbs out of a frozen sewer pipe and the blizzard is immense*  
NEO: ungh... this wind... I can't see a damn thing...  this place is 
barren... an endless sea of ice....  
I.... can sense something... over there!...  what?... it's calling!!!  I 
have to go there!!!  This may be my answer!!!  
-start stage-  
  
Middle Stage:  
*Neo walks toward a stone that seems to be half buried*  
Neo: The sound is getting louder... I'm getting near... what... what is that?  
*Neo kneels to the ground*  
Neo: It's here... IT'S HERE!!!  
*digs the snow until he reaches something*  
Neo: A... ah... ah...  
-end-  
  
Middle Sequence:  
  
*A body, buried in the snow, a figure that looks like a full helmet with 
a visor covering it's eyes, it has a mask, and it looks completely broke... 
a scarf surrounds it's neck, but it is ripped.*  
Neo: This is...  that thing.. that thing that keeps following me in my 
nightmares!  Who is this?....  
(??): ...hwaaaa.....  
Neo: WHAT?... *the blizzard gets stronger*  
Who... who is that?... over there!....  
(??): Mega... Man... Neo....   
Neo: It's you isn't it...  The one who keeps showing up to me... what do 
you want... what are you trying to tell me?....  
Solo: Neo...  I am Solo... I am nothing... but a warning....  
Neo: What warning Tell me!!!  
Solo: Wily...  is...  your en....ne.....  
Neo: Wily?... My master?....  What is it?  NO DON'T LEAVE!!!  
*the figure disappears and another leaps out*  
Virgo: ERAUGHHH!!!!!!!!! *a woman with blade armor and scars all over her 
leaps toward him*  
-end of cut sequence-  
  
Battle with Virgo Force:  
  
Virgo: HYAUGH!!!! *tries to cut Neo with her blades*  
Neo: Who... who are you?... Are you Solo?... or are you someone else?... 
tell me!  
Virgo: ....  
Neo: Answer Me!  Are you here to talk to me or kill me?...  
Virgo: *raises her blade and walks toward him*  
Neo: ... You’re a soldier... another assassin sent to kill me!! I WON'T DIE 
UNTIL I HAVE ANSWERS!!  



 

 

-Begin Battle-  
  
End of Battle:  
  
Virgo: unghk.... huh huh... he he he... thank you Neo....  
Neo: what?...  you're thanking me...  
Virgo: I have always been plagued with the sickness of battle...  I was an 
assassin...  It was my life to fight... but... I couldn't go on...  I had 
to find the one who would kill me... so that my pain would end.... thank 
you....  
Neo: ....  
Virgo: Farewell...  The after life is waiting for me...   I should only pray 
that I would go to heaven...  pray... pray for me...    
*Virgo Force falls tot he snow and dies*  
Neo:  ....heaven...   what.... is heaven?...  she... she thanked me for 
killing her....  I... I don't understand... this world is confusing... 
why... why am I here?....  
Voice: You are here to kill...  
Neo: no!!!...  STOP IT!!!  I... I CAN'T THINK STRAIGHT!!!! WHAT... WHAT AM 
I KILLING FOR!  
Voice: POWER!!! HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA!!!!  
Neo: GYAUGHH!!!!!!!!! *blacks out and falls to the ground*  
-Virgo Force is dead-  
  
End of Script #012  
 
Script #013-Nightmare... 
  
Beginning:  
  
Voice: Neo... Neo wake up... please get up...  
Neo: nggh.... wh.... wha... where am I?.... It's so dark...  
*a blue light forms before Neo*  
Neo: What?... what is this?  
Voice: Don’t be afraid... I brought you here to tell you; you are in danger...  
Neo: danger?....  I don't care.. I can go through anything I want...  
Voice: No... this is much different Neo... this isn't just anything you can 
ki....  hmm...   No Neo...  I came here to tell you that you must stop 
destroying...  and killing... murder is not the answer....  
Neo: What do you care?... Who are you? explain yourself!  
Voice: .... I was afraid it would have to come to this...  
*the light forms into a figure*  
Duo: Mega Man Neo.... I am Duo... I am... your voice...  
NEO: my voice?... wait... I recognize it...  you.. You’re the one that 
controlled me when I killed Cirus!...  But wait... there is another voice...  
wait... what.. I'm confused... voice?... what are you?...  
Duo: I am inside you... this is your inner conscience...  
NEO: You mean... I'm inside my mind?...  I... don't know what to say...  
WAIT!!! YOU HAVE TO ANSWER MY QUESTIONS!  
Duo: All in time...  and that time is short...  The Second Voice...  he...  
Neo: Who is the second voice?  tell me!  
Duo:  ...He is the other side of you... The Second Voice is the building 
energy of destruction.. it's.. it's pure death...   
Voice: ...he he he... what did I tell you about meddling in my business Duo...  
Duo: NO!!!  NOT NOW!!!  
Neo: What?... that's the other voice...    
Voice: tsk tsk....  I'm shocked that you haven't introduced me Duo...  I 



 

 

guess I have to take matters into my own hands!  
Duo: Neo GET DOWN!!!  
*A powerful purple energy blast forms and transforms into the figure known 
as Trio*  
Trio: ...Hello Neo.... it's great to meet you face to face...  
Neo: who....   
Duo: He is Trio... the second voice... the evil energy which flows inside 
you....  
Trio: I am only telling Neo what he desires... How can you blame me for his 
actions?  
Neo: You.. you're the one that's been controlling me!  
Trio: I control no one.... I'm merely showing your true self...  
Neo: True self?...  
Duo: Don't be tricked by him Neo...  
Trio: Shut up Duo...  if anyone is tricking him, it's you...  telling him 
that I control his mind... I only directed him into the path he chose 
himself...  and I helped him realize his true nature...  
Neo: SHUT UP!! you bastard!.... I'll kill you!!!  
Trio: HA HA HA HA HA!!! yes, that’s right, kill! kill to all your hearts 
content!!!.... mmm... You love that yes?  
Duo: NO NEO! Don't give into the hatred!  
Neo: I... can't believe I'm being controlled by something like you!!! I'M 
MY OWN CONSCIENCE!!! GET OUT OF MY HEAD NOW!!!!  
Trio: the only way you can do that is through force.. that's right.. come 
at me... rip me to shreds... kill me! MAKE ME SUFFER!! HA HA HA HA HA!!!  
Duo: NO!!!!   
Neo: I'll kill you Trio!!!!!  
-Battle with Trio commences-  
  
End of battle:  
  
*Trio lies on the ground*  
Neo: Now... you are dead...  
Duo: Neo.. what have you done?...  
Trio: he he he he he he he!...  
Neo: what?...  
Trio: Just as we planned... your killing... your hatred... your anger.... 
it's all juice... it's all energy!!!!  DON'T YOU GET IT YOU FOOL!! HA HA 
HA HA HAH HAH HAH HAH!!!!  
Neo: energy  
Duo: Neo...  I had to stop you... but I can't... you had to stop yourself!  
Neo: No... I don't understand!!!  
Trio: Ha ha ha ha... he he he... oh Neo... you simple minded bastard!....  
You will get yours in due time... but.... I will always be a part of you... 
HA HA HA HA HA HA!!!!  
Neo: no.... DUO!!! TRIO!!!!  WHAT... is... happening!!!!  
Duo: You're waking up....  Neo... I'm sorry...  I didn't want it to be like 
this...  
Neo: ERAUGHHHH!!!! IT HURTS!!!! AUGHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  
Trio: he he... keep killing....  continue to thirst for blood Neo...  I'll 
always be here to haunt you in your nightmares! HA HA HA HA HA!!!  
Neo: AUGH!!! I FEEL LIKE I'M BEING TORN APART!!!! AUGHHH!!!!!!!!!  
*fade out*  
  
End of Nightmare... Script #013  
 
Script #014-Mountain Maze: 



 

 

  
Beginning Sequence:  
*Mega Man Panic is seen limping, scraping himself against the wall, a trail 
of blood follows him*  
Panic: he he he hehe.... oh yeah... ha ha ha!... this is too much fun... 
I... ha ha ha... I tore my leg off!! HA HA HA HA!!!  WHEEE!!!! YEAH YOU HEAR 
THAT ow... ow...  hehe.. it hurts...  he he he he... *falls down and spasms, 
pulling his hair* HA HA HA HA!!! wheeehehehehehehe!!!  
-fade out, end of sequence-  
  
Beginning of Stage:  
  
Neo: unggh... aughh!!! my head!..  Dammit...  What was that all about?...  
It was a dream wasn't it?...  Oh my god I'm going crazy...  hmph... where 
am I?...  looks like I fell through that hole up there... Well... No time 
to stand around, I better get out of here.  
*leaps over several rocks and rips open a crevice*  
Whoa! AUGH!!! HOT!!!!  
*he walks over and looks down to a sea of lava*  
CRAP!!  It's an active volcano!...  I better watch my footing.. this is the 
only way out.  
-end of beginning-  
  
Mid-Stage:  
  
Neo: nggh.. the farther I go...  the hotter this place gets, I hope I reach 
an exit soon...  augh! *the floor rumbles* shit this place feels like it's 
gonna blow any second...  dammit, where's an exit  
-end of mid stage-  
  
Boss Battle Intro:  
  
Taurus: ERAUGH!!!!!!  
Neo: What?.. a soldier? down here?  
Taurus: Mega Man Neo... ha ha ha ha!... I'm glad you found this place...  
Neo: You were waiting for me here?...  How can anyone live here?  
Taurus: HA HA HA! You fool, I don't live here... I've been actually waiting 
for you here since I spotted you from the Planetarium just over the 
mountains...  you ran into an obvious trap...  
Neo: What?...  a trap?.. so it wasn't a voice... it was all a lie... my entire 
quest is a lie!  
Taurus: What the hell are you talking about?  You fell into the trap we set 
over these mountains...  
Neo: he he he...  Maybe my nightmare was right... killing is how I survive... 
murder is what keeps my blood going...  
Taurus: Shut up you filth!  I'm going to destroy you and then take in the 
reward.  
Neo: HA HA HA HA HA!!! GRAUGH!!!! Bring it on bastard!!!  
Taurus: ...  
Neo: I'll enjoy seeing you melt in the ocean of lava below...  
Taurus: You won't do any such thing...  now perish!  
-Begin Battle-  
  
End of Battle with Taurus Breaker:  
  
Taurus: ungh...  *holding onto the ledge as Neo hovers above* heh heh heh... 
you didn't kill me...  You must think I'm fair game...  



 

 

Neo: No...  You think I'M a game...  trying to destroy me for a measly 
reward... you soldiers make me sick.. you shouldn't even consider yourself 
a soldier!  you are a failure...  
Taurus: he he... perhaps your right...  I... I've always been after the wrong 
thing...  I deserve to die... my greed blinded me...  
Neo: ...  
Taurus: I want you to finish me off...  I... I just wanted to provide for 
my family... but I went about it the wrong way... kill me Mega Man Neo...  
Neo: you want me to kill you... I...  
Taurus: Do it! Or I'll finish myself off!  
Neo: I.... I can’t... I...  D...Duo?....  
Taurus: Fine...  Then I'll finish my life myself... *lets go*  
Neo: NO!!!!! *grabs a hold of Taurus*  
Taurus: What?... What are you doing?...  Are you truly the murderer 
everyone’s been talking about?...  LET ME GO! LET ME DIE IN PEACE!  
Neo: NO!!! I... I CAN'T!!! *his voice melds with Duo's voice* You deserve 
to live... your intentions are pure... you can't die!  Your family needs 
you!  
Taurus: I....  I...  NEO!... HELP ME!! pull me up!...  
Neo: *pulls Taurus up and he lays on the ledge, Neo looks down upon him.* 
...  
Taurus: Th... Thank you...  I...   
*the entire cavern rumbles*  
Taurus: NO! the volcano, it awakes!!!  We have to get out of here...  
Neo: I... I... unggh... my head... no!... augh!!  GET OUT!!!  
Taurus: I... I can’t leave you here.. not after what you've done for me!  
Neo: I SAID GO!!! What I did was...  just get out before I CHANG EMY MIND 
AND KILL YOU!!!  
Taurus: ....  
Neo: NOW!!!!!  
Taurus: Mega Man Neo... I won't forget you...  
*Taurus Breaker leaves the area*  
Neo: I... I can't understand myself...  everything is going wrong!...  What 
is changing me?!  I... I can’t think now... i have to get out or I'll die!!!  
-end of boss battle, Neo must escape the volcano rush-  
  
End of Script #014  
 
Script #015-Cyber Planetarium 
  
Intro Sequence:  
  
*Taurus Breaker limps into the lab*  
Tri Light: Taurus! What happened to you?  
Taurus: It was Neo... I met him in the Northern Area... Just beyond the 
Planitarium...  
Zero: What?...  That bastard!... wait a minute...  Taurus... your still 
alive... even after meeting with Neo?...  Did you escape?  
Taurus: No.. no... I... fought with honor sir... almost honor sir...    
Roll: Taurus... We have to get you to the hospital...  
Taurus: I'll be fine... I put this on myself... I was greedy...  
Zero: You did what you were ordered to Taurus...  You had to destroy Neo...  
Taurus: NO!!...  In my ignorance... I saw what I was doing wrong... I was 
just in it for the money...  I... I want to see my family...  
Roll: Doctor... can you help him?  
Tri Light: *smiles* of course I can... and you can tell me all about what 
happened Taurus... please...  



 

 

-end of sequence-  
  
Beginning of Stage:  
  
*Neo leaps out of the smoldering cave and falls down the slope, scraping 
across the rocks as he slides down and then stops*  
Neo: ngggh...  damn it all...  I... Didn't kill him... but...  something 
inside me told me I should't...  Duo?...  Was it you?...  
*looks over at the entrance tot he planetarium*  
Neo: nggh... I need some shelter in order to heal my wounds...  *walks 
inside*  
*The door shuts behind him*  
Neo: nggghh...  This place looks strange...  It's like an abandoned museum 
of space artifacts...  
-Begin stage-  
  
During the stage, several exhibits spark Neo's interest, some exhibits hold 
cameos, or artifacts from other MM games, but they don't hold any 
significance to the connection of the series, also, familiar tunes from 
several games might be heard in the BG music, such as Shade Man's intro theme, 
and Launch Octopus's theme:  
  
Exhibit 1:  
Neo: hmm... The Elysium...  A space colony...  Hmm, must've been a failed 
experiment since it crashed...  
  
Exhibit 2:  
Neo: Dr. Thomas Right...  inventor of artificial intelligence...  So he's 
the one that started it all...  I'm sure he wanted it to be this way...  to 
end in a damn war...  
  
Exhibit 3:  
Neo: Hmm... why is Hammer portrayed here... wait a minute...  It says its 
name is Guts Man... A construction modeled robot used for lifting numerous 
heavy objects...  Hmm.. So is that where Wily got the inspiration?...  
  
Exhibit 4:  
Neo: Looks like the history of our power source and money...  said to have 
been found deep within the ground by explorer's called Diggers...  Hmmm...  
But there's more to it... seems that an ancient race of robots would always 
guard these crystals...  It's a shame what humans would do just for money...  
  
Exhibit 5:  
Neo: Hmmm... interesting...  Before artificial intelligence was created, 
it seems that another doctor preformed a test to create a computer 
technological advancement...  But at the end, they were just used for 
battle...  war seems to be more eminent in technology than peace...  
  
Exhibit 6:  
Neo: ...This seems to be a crystal...  yet it's still glowing...  Hmm...  
It says that it caused the great cataclysmic war a long time ago...  Was 
there another war before this one?...  
  
Exhibit 7:  
Neo: Seems to be the arm of a lost soldier long ago...  it looks like a claw 
of some animal...  I can’t really read much of what it says...  all that's 
clear is said "..vrick".. but even that is cut off...  



 

 

  
Middle of Stage:  
*in the background, a strange darkened shadow of a statue lies, tilted and 
broken at some points.  The figure might be familiar*  
Gideon: It's been awhile Neo...  
Neo: Gideon...  Well...  It's obvious that you would be in such a place... 
you've always loved technology...  
Gideon: Ah... it is a weakness of mine... I've always spent my time here 
discovering new things...  fixing pieces to a puzzle of a past we have never 
even known...  
Neo: What excites you so much about the past?...  It's nothing but lost 
memories now.  
Gideon: That's the humans’ fault...  They abandon history...  They look at 
it like nothing...  We could learn so much about our ancestors...  
Neo: You and I know damn well we have no history behind us...  
Gideon: Oh really...  You might be surprised brother... uncovering lost 
knowledge may help us in discovering more power...  helping us undo the 
faults we've created in the present...  The only ones that are stopping us 
are the idealist bastards and youth that always insist on change...  They 
don't know anything... they think of no one but themselves...  
Neo: That's why you were always after the children...  You knew that they'd 
grow up to think that way... but why would you care?....   
Gideon: We all have our missions Neo... each and every one of us brothers... 
we were built to kill the humans... wipe them off the planet...  
Neo: ...We... were made to...  
Gideon: Clean the Earth of the filth that plagues it...  I'm surprised you 
don't know any better...  You were always a rebel...  I don't know why the 
master wants you back...  But I'm not going to stand for it...  I'm killing 
you right here... underneath the forgotten memories...  
Neo: No Gideon...  Don't do this...  
Gideon: I have but one choice Neo...  much like you... it is to kill or be 
killed... and I choose kill...  Arm yourself...  
Neo: nggh...  
-Battle with Mega Man Gideon begins-  
 
End of Battle with MM Gideon:  
  
*Gideon falls with a crack on his bubble*  
Gideon: Blast... my calculations were inaccurate...  
Neo: You can't keep going like this Gideon...  It's not going to help you 
any better.  
Gideon: Like hell it is... you're so cocky... you think you've got all the 
power... Neo, soon you will fall... and I'll be there watching you...  
*Gideon leaps off*  
Neo: Gideon...  I don't want to kill you...  or... do I?...  
-end of battle, continue stage-  
  
Middle of Stage:  
  
*the entire place goes black and turns into a space.  Neo looks as if he 
is floating.  Several things fly in the background*  
Neo: this is going to slow my progress down... it seems that this exhibit 
is a holographic chamber...  I better be careful about my footing...  
-continue stage-  
  
End of Stage:  
  



 

 

*the background turns back to normal and several other statues are shaded 
in the BG*  
Neo: This place...  this is the part of the museum that exhibits all the 
heroic figures of the past...  Why was I brought here?  
*Crystal and Gideon show up before him*  
Crystal: We meet again...  
Gideon: I won't fail this time...  
Neo: No!... Crystal! Gideon!  Don't do this!... There's no point!  
Gideon: We've decided to work together in destroying you since our last 
efforts have failed...  
Crystal: With two against one... I think we have a better chance at destroying 
you...  
Neo: No... this isn't fair!...  
Gideon: FAIR?!  Do you think we care about if the battles are fair?...  We 
want you to die Neo!  Don't you get it?...  You don't belong here...  
Crystal: I realized that the only reason the master wanted you back was 
because he was going to disconnect all of us after you returned...  
Neo: What?....  
Gideon: He realizes your power...  He wants you to be the strongest Mega 
Man!  
Neo: no... I... I don't want to go back!  
Crystal: Good... then die in peace dear brother...  
Gideon: Attack!  
-fight with MM Crystal and MM Gideon commences-  
  
End of Battle:  
  
Crystal: DAMMIT!!! Not even with both our efforts combined we can't kill 
him!  
Gideon: *huff huff* you're the one slowing me down...  If only I had my 
chance... and YOU wouldn't get in the way...  
Crystal: Are you blaming me brother?...  Are you actually accusing me that 
we didn't finish him?  
Neo: brothers... stop!...  We have to work together on this... I know there 
is a way we can all....  
Gideon: Shut up!!!...  If it weren't for you Neo...  We wouldn't be doing 
this!  
Crystal: *holds up Gideon* How dare you blame these actions on me! I'll kill 
YOU!  
Gideon: Crystal!!! What are you doing you bastard!  
Crystal: I won't stand for your insolence... you've been a thorn at my side 
since the beginning!  
Gideon: You not a very nice person!  DIE!! *points the gun toward him and 
blasts his arm off*  
Crystal: GRAUGH!!!! You fool...  I can’t believe I ever trusted a weak minded 
bastard like you...  
Gideon: You've always been throwing down my ideas...  My plans would have 
been foolproof if you hadn't gotten in my way...  
Neo: NO!!! CRYSTAL!!! GIDEON!!! STOP!!!  
Crystal: So...  I guess it comes to this...  I've been after the wrong 
Brother...  
Gideon: ...what do you think your doing?...  put your gun down!!!  
Neo: ERAUGH!!! NO!!... ungh... my head... eeraggg.... ERAUGH!!  
Crystal: good bye brother Gideon.... *shoots Gideon in the heart and Gideon 
falls*  
Gideon: unggh... damn... you.... Crystal...  
Neo: AUGH!!!! BASTARD!!!!!! *charges toward Crystal and rips him apart!*  



 

 

Crystal: AURGHH!!! NO!!!! hlkkk!!....  
Neo: *huffs* why... why?.... WHY!!!  
*Neo kneels over the bodies of his dead brothers and holds his head in pain*  
I... I couldn't help them.... why... why do I care about the brothers that 
want to kill me?...  I can't understand what's happening to my mind...  
First I wish to kill everything in my sight... now all I can do is can't 
stand the sight of death.... What's... wrong... with... me?.....  I AM MEGA 
MAN NEO!!! THE ULTIMATE KILLING MACHINE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  
-fade out-  
*Mega Man Gideon and Mega Man Crystal are dead*  
  
End of Script #015  
 
Script #016-The Haunted Area 
  
Beginning Sequence:  
  
Wily: Who's left?...  
Shinobu: As I hear... Axel and Panic are still alive...  
Wily: he he he....  
Shinobu: hmm.. May I ask what's so humorous my lord?  
Wily: nothing...  I still want you to stay here and patrol the island..  
Shinobu: ...  
Wily: That wasn't a suggestion Shinobu...  
Shinobu: Yes master...  
*Shinobu walks off*  
Wily: he he he...  Everything is going as I planned...  Neo is getting more 
powerful as we speak...  That chip I planted in his brain is working quite 
well...  Now I have all the energy I need to finish the final components 
of my masterpiece...  It won't be long now...  
*Shinobu listens behind the wall and then walks off*  
-end of beginning sequence-  
  
Beginning of Stage:  
  
Neo: this fog is getting thicker...  damn the night...  nothing changes even 
at night...  
voice: ..unggh.....  
Neo: I thought I heard something... hmm.. probably nothing...  
*walks further, a hand streaks upward from the ground as the stage begins*  
  
Near Middle of Stage:  
  
Neo: hmm.. that rustling noise is getting louder... I wonder where it's 
coming from...  
*Neo jumps back as a body raises form the ground*  
Neo: What the?...  
corpse: nguhhh...  NEEEEEEEEEEEEEEOOOOOOOOOOO.....  
Neo: Get back you!...   
corpse: NEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEOOOOOOOOOOOOOO....  
Neo: DIE! *fires multiple blasts, the body keeps walking forward*  
Neo: what in the...  you... you can’t still be moving... what force of hell 
is this?...  
Solo: *rises from the grave* Neo....  
Neo: Solo!... what are you doing here?  
Solo: You have failed to heed my warning...   
Neo: I don't even know your warning! Leave me alone!... I'm going back to 



 

 

Wily's Island and get some answers!  
Solo: You won't... You will destroy yourself...  
Neo: SHUT UP!!! GO AWAY *fires at Solo and all of Solo disappears but his 
cape remains floating down, Neo jets off as more corpses surround him, 
escaping from them.*  
-continue stage-  
  
Throughout the stage, Solo seems to be talking to Neo as he dodges numerous 
walking corpses  
  
Middle Stage:  
  
Solo: You cannot go...   
Neo: Give me one good reason why?... why can't you just tell me?  
Solo: The answer lies within yourself...  The energy flowing within you 
causes you to kill...  It is known as the evil energy...  
Neo: Evil energy?.. what the hell is that?...  
Solo: Perhaps you have already known the danger of Trio...  
Neo: Trio... the one in my nightmare... wait a minute.. he told me of the 
danger... he said that the anger.. the killing... it was all energy?...   
Solo: And now you will suffer...  unless....  
Neo: unless?...  
*Solo dives into he ground and rises as Aries Guardian*  
Aries: ....gnugghh......  
Neo: ... a fight...    
-Battle with Aries Guardian starts-  
  
Middle of battle:  
  
Neo: dammit all... no matter what I do... This undead creature won't fall... 
what do I do?...  
Duo: Neo!  
*Duo builds up strength and fires an energy blast that stops Aries Guardian 
in it's tracks and it decomposes.*  
Neo: What?... Duo?... but wait...  I thought you were the voice... inside 
me...  
Duo: I was inside you... But I wasn’t a part of you, Trio was... I was the 
opposite energy trying to stop it... but I failed... It was too powerful...  
Neo: Because of me...  
Duo: Neo... I'm sorry... you were a creation built for destruction... You 
could not help it... to you, killing was another instinct that you had to 
commit...  Trio was.. a program built inside you... For God knows what...  
Neo: A program?...  But.. how?...  
Duo: I have reason to believe that it has something to do with your connection 
to the master...  
Neo: Wily...  
Duo: Yes...  Don't listen to the ghost of Solo...  He is trying to stop 
you... I believe he is a part of the evil energy...  
Neo: Who is Solo?...  
Duo: I don't know...  But you have little time to waste... quickly...  Keep 
moving...  
Neo: ...  
*Duo disappears and Neo continues the stage*  
  
End of Stage:  
  
Solo: Neo....  



 

 

Neo: Solo. Please remove yourself... you're only making it hard... I have 
to know what Wily has done...  It's for my own good...  
Solo: ...  
Neo: Something.... Something happened to you... what was it?...  
Solo: ....  
Neo: SOLO! Don't hide yourself from me!...  What is it you want? why are 
you trying to stop me from finding the truth?  
Solo: ... good luck...  
*Solo cries out as he dissipates leaving nothing but a sliver from his scarf.*  
Neo: ....  
-End of Stage-  
  
End of Script #016  
 
Script #017-Broken Down Carnival 
  
Beginning Sequence:  
  
*Axel is seen racing down the highway*  
Axel: Hmm... where the hell is Panic?...  
Shinobu: ...  
Axel: GYAGH! *screeches to a halt* SHINOBU! What the hell are you doing 
showing up here?  This is my territory.. gugh.. unhk... *is grabbed by a 
mysterious force around his neck and hoisted up* nnghk...  Shi...no..bu?...  
Shinobu: Axel...  I know where Neo is...  I want you to go after him...  
Axel: Wha?... Who do you think you are?...  You don't control... GYAUGH!!!  
Shinobu: The master is a traitor...  
Axel: What?... Wily?...  YOu're lying... let me go!  
Shinobu: *drops Axel to his feet* He's 3045 miles from here Westward...  Go 
and get him...  Tell him brother Shinobu is waiting to talk to him... 
*Shinobu walks off*  
Axel: Tha.... that bastard!....  What make shim think he can push me 
around... I won't deliver your message... I'll kill Neo like we all 
planned... he he he he *dashes off down the highway*  
Shinobu: ...Fool...  
-end of beginning sequence-  
  
Beginning of stage:  
  
Neo: now where am I?... it looks like...   
...  I don't know what this place is... it looks so new to me...  
Duo: It's the burned down remains of a carnival...  
Neo: hm?... Duo...  
Duo: This place was once the center of fun and happiness... now it is a 
desolate reminder of the death caused by the war... there is no more 
happiness...  
Neo: Carnival...  I've never heard of it...  
Duo: Wily specifically built you to not know of any happiness that used to 
be in the world...  He would know that it would stray you from your true 
mission...    
Neo: Humans...  happiness...    
Duo: it's best we keep moving...  
-Begin Stage-  
  
Middle Stage:  
  
Gemini: (spoken as two) Ah, Neo...  Nice to meet you...  We never thought 



 

 

you'd enter such a restricted area...  
Neo: What?...  Who's here?... How many are there?...  
Gemini: Just me... (appears before Neo)  
Gemini2: And me as well... (appears behind Gemini1)  
Neo: Who are you two?  
Gemini/both: We are Twin Gemini...  soldiers sent to capture you by order 
of Captain Zero Omegamma...  
Neo: Zero... Wait...  I remember him...  
Gemini: You killed his partner...  
Gemini2: Not to mention thousands of others...  
Gemini: We can't let you pass until justice is preserved...  
Gemini2: Prepare for battle Mega Man Neo...  
Neo: No! I can't fight you...    
Duo: Neo... do me a favor...  
Neo: huh?  
Duo: you must fight them... but promise me... you will not kill them...  
Neo: ...  I'm fighting my own programming... my own mission... do I really 
know what is right from wrong.... I don’t even know what is good...  
Duo: Just do as I asked... fight... but do not kill.... No one has the right 
to take the life of another...  
Neo: ....  
-Battle with Twin Gemini starts-  
  
End of Battle:  
  
(after the second Twin Gemini falls)  
Gemini: ooh... ungh... *falls to the ground..*  
Neo: NO!!...  Is she alive?...   
Gemini2: Neo... it's alright... she's just a hologram...  
Neo: *sighs* Duo... I kept my promise...  *looks to Gemini.* I'm sorry.. 
but I can't turn myself in... not just yet...  
Gemini: Turn yourself in?...  You... you aren't the real Mega Man Neo...  
The other one was much fiercer...  
Neo: I am the only Mega an Neo...  I was built to kill...  but... something 
inside me changed... I can’t explain...  This is why I must go off to search 
for my master so that I can undo my past...  and realize what I'm really 
here for...  
Gemini: *gets up* So that's why you didn't kill me...  Neo... I...  
Neo: Please...  it’s dangerous here... you have to go back to your 
headquarters before it's too late...  
*An explosion is heard and crumbling debris falls*  
Neo: NO!!!! *dashes in and hits the debris before it could hit Gemini* 
Nggghh....  
Gemini: Neo! Are you all right?  
Neo: GET OUT! QUICK!!!  
Duo: I'll take her...  Neo... be careful...  
*Duo teleports out with Twin Gemini*  
Panic: EYAHHH HA HA HA HA HA HA!! WHEEE HE HE HE HE!!!  
Neo: Panic?...  
Panic: Come and find me, won't it be fun? gyuh huh huh hah!  
-end of battle, continue stage-  
(throughout the stage, several bombs are placed around the carnival, and 
Neo must be careful not to trigger them)  
 
Battle with Mega Man Panic:  
  
Panic: he he he he he...  BROTHER!!!! *dives in and hugs Mega Man Neo!  



 

 

Neo: GYAGH!!  Panic?... wha!  
Panic: Oh I missed you so much! ya know, I'm really sorry about everything... 
I.... guh.. just can't contain myself... eyagh!! *pulling his hair*  
Neo: What? *finds a bomb planted on his chest as Panic releases him and he 
throws it off and it explodes* You trickster...  
Panic: No no.. I only mean the best for my brother... gyuh,.. I... I mean.. 
after all... we were all out to destroy you... how are the others?... is 
brother Gideon okay?...  
Neo: ....Gideon.... Crystal...  they're all dead...  
Panic: Oh, that's sad... and I didn't even make a cake for them! GYUH!!!.  
Neo: Panic... what happened to you?... You’re leg... it's torn off!..  
Panic: Oh that... ha ha... I did that. isn't it great?...  I built this new 
one all by myself!  
Neo: ... You... you're insane!...  
Panic: No... I'm quite sane... heh he he he he he! woo! but I’ve been having 
so much fun here in this park!! IT'S FANTASTIC!!!  
Neo: ...  
Panic: I... don't want to kill you... but yeah I do... he he... what fun... 
lets do this!  
Neo: Panic, no!...  I... I can help you!  
Panic: What for? I'm.. gk... I'm... gk... I'm FREAKIN fine!!!  
Neo: No.. you're sick... what's gotten into you?...  You're destroying 
yourself with this madness!  
Panic: Ah, I love it! It's great! HA HA HA! whoa hey, look at the time, *an 
explosion fires below them and the building begins to collapse with them 
both, they both leap in time to get to the next building*  
Neo: What are you doing?...   
Panic: I'm making this more interesting... come on, let's play!  
-Battle with Mega Man Panic begins-  
  
Battle complete:  
  
Panic: WAUGH!!! I trip! WOOP!  
Neo: NO!!! *dashes over and grabs Panic by the arm*  
Panic: Why is brother Neo so helpful?.... I try to kill you, like Wily said 
to do!  Wasn't it fun though? glk!!  
Neo: Panic... I'm not going to let you die!...  
Panic: I am ready to die... why don't I?... GYAHH!!!!! *starts slashing at 
his own face*  
Neo: What's wrong with you? STOP THAT!  
Panic: I cannot help... I am mad... MAD! Mad at myself... he he he he he 
he!...  It is my curse... hmm, but no more! I end it all now!  
Neo: NO!!!  
Panic: *pulls the pin from the bomb on his chest* Let me go Neo... I don't 
want you to die... you helped me... but... I have to kill you...  Wily's 
orders!  
Neo: PANIC NO!!!!  
Panic: Bye brother Neo... I hate myself... gwah ha ha ha ha ha!! *slashes 
his arm off and falls down the crevice and explodes*  
Neo: NO!!!! PANIC!!!!!!!.... Panic.....  
Duo: *appears behind him* Neo... I'm sorry...  there was nothing we could 
do...  
Neo: Duo...  DUO! Did you intend that my brothers die  I remember the voice 
of you...  YOU CONTROLLED ME WHEN I KILLED MEGA MAN HAMMER!!!  
Duo: No Neo... you have it all wrong...  
Neo: From here on I control my own path... I'm going to Wily’s on my own...  
to HELL with you... My brothers all died at my hands!...  It's going o end 



 

 

now!  
Duo: *Neo leaves* NO! NEO!!! STOP!!!  
-end of stage-  
  
End of script #017  
 
-Neo gained Panic Bomb-  
  
Script #018-The Dojo (this ones short guys...) 
  
Beginning:  
  
Neo: ...  The entire area is dead... yet this small hut seems to be left 
standing...  
*Neo enters and several training dummies appear everywhere*  
Neo: hmm...  I might as well start sharpening my skills...  
-begin training session-  
(this is like a mini game within the game, when you start over or anytime 
during the game, you can come back to get a better score.)  
  
Middle Stage:  
  
Neo: hff... This is useless.. I don't understand anything anymore...  Why 
I was brought here... why I was forced to kill... Why I CHOSE to kill...  
Why now... have I decided that killing is not the way...  When will the answer 
come to me...  
Pisces: Perhaps you have to follow what's inside you...  
Neo: *points his gun toward the voice and then puts it down* nggh... I can't 
do it...  
Pisces: You shouldn't kill because it is what someone told you...  You should 
do what you feel is right...  
Neo: Sometimes I want to kill... perhaps it's my instinct... or what the 
voice in my head told me...  
Pisces: You could stay here if you'd like to rest...  I'm sure you have a 
long journey ahead for your answers...  
Neo: I can't stay here...    
Pisces: As you wish...   
Neo: hm... Do you mind if I have a battle withy you before I do...  
Pisces: *bows* My pleasure...  
-Battle with Sunrose Pisces begins-  
  
End of Battle:  
  
Pisces: You are very good Neo... I'm sure that you can achieve whatever your 
goal is...  
Neo: Once I know what that goal is...  
*Neo leaves*  
Pisces: farewell Neo.... *disappears like a ghost.*  
  
End of Script #018  
 
Script #019-Route 932 
  
Beginning Sequence:  
  
Wily: he he he he... well now... this is getting better and better...  isn't 
it my creation?...  All you need is one final element...  and I think you 



 

 

know what it is... he he he he he... HA HA HA HA HA HA!!!!  
*Shinobu stands in the corner of a darkened room, near a throne*  
Shinobu: One element is all you need Doctor...  the most powerful thing 
alive...  And when it comes...  I will be sure you don't get your final 
ingredient....  
-end of sequence-  
  
Beginning of Stage:  
  
Neo: This is the road back to the main base...  past the city again... and 
then I'll reacht he island...  Then finally I'll get my answers...  hmm...  
I still don't understand all of this... Solo is the one who wanted to stop 
me from returning... Duo wants me tog o to find the truth...  my brothers 
wanted to kill me...  I... I just don't know...  But... as she said... I 
have to follow what's inside of me...  
-begin stage-  
  
Middle of Stage:  
  
Axel: Evening bro... *zooms past*  
Neo: Holy... what the...  
Axel: *zooms back and smacks Neo*  
Neo: nggh.... Axel...  I knew I'd meet you sometime...  You’re the only one 
I actually hated...  
Axel: What's the matter baby bro?... tired after your long journey?.. You 
know it's all in vain...  
Neo: My problem is not with you Axel...  
Axel: Oh, but I think this is...  This entire thing is a competition Neo...  
Neo: What do you mean competition?...  
Axel: You know... power and all that... Shinobu came up to me earlier... 
He thought he could beat me into submitting you to him...  But I'm not that 
weak,... I could've killed him too... just like I'm gonna do to you...    
Neo: ....  
Axel: Come on bro... I'll make a deal withy you... I kill you quietly...  
and then we call the whole thing off...  
Neo: Damn you...  
Axel: I figured it would come to this...  Here's another deal... I'll race 
you... from here to the city... If you beat me, I'll spare your life...  
Neo: I don't trust you on that...  
Axel: Too late bro... the cards are already set...  catch you later...  
*Axel zooms off*  
Neo: ...nggh.. why am I doing this?... for power?...  
-begin stage-  
 
Middle Stage:  
(this all depends, there are two scripts, one for when Neo loses, and one 
for when he wins the race... here they are  
  
(If Neo loses)  
Axel: Ha!... pathetic, as always you are the lowliest brother I ever knew...    
Neo: You won...  Stop rubbing it in my face you bastard...  
Axel: Oh, do I sense some poor sportsmanship within you Neo?...  he he he.. 
Oh bro...  Well.. rules are rules... now you have to die like a good loser.  
Neo: No Axel... It's me who's going to show you who has the better hook...  
Axel: Show me what you have... hopefully it's better than what you showed 
me back there on the highway... he he he...  
-Battle begins-  



 

 

  
(If Neo wins, this is the true sequence)  
Axel: shit...   
Neo: What’s that Axel?... Can't take losing can you?  
Axel: ha ha ha... doesn't matter... I'm still the fastest one...  and 
besides...  It won't mean much since I’m going to kill you anyway...  
Neo: I didn't think you could keep a deal... You were always a sore loser...   
Axel: No, I was never sore...  But I hated the others...  he he... it was 
great when I killed one of ‘em...  
Neo: What?... You killed one of the brothers?...  But... that only leaves 
Shinobu...  You jealous bastard!  You killed Shinobu!!!  
Axel: heh... no one has ever told you did they?...  
Neo: you son of a bitch...  
Axel: I didn't kill Shinobu...  
Neo: what?... then who?...  
Axel: Wily never told you about the prototype did he?...  
Neo: prototype?...  You mean...  
Axel: Yes Neo... the Ninth brother... the ninth Mega Man...  
Neo: What!  
Axel: ...and I killed him...  he he he he... that idiot was no match for 
our powers... Wily only used him as target practice after he made him...  
He let me decide what to do with him... and this... *takes his scarf and 
shows it to him* This is the only remains of him...  
Neo: That scarf...  
Axel: Mega Man Solo...  The first created.. and the first to die... HA HA 
HA HA HA HA!!!  I keep this scarf close to me to remind myself of what a 
wonderful kill I had...  He was no match for me...  
Neo: ....Solo... MEGA MAN SOLO!!!  
Axel: hm... you sound as if you've heard of him...  He doesn't even exist 
anymore...  well... enough of this story... time to die Neo...  
Neo: NO!! You bastard killed Solo!... the only brother I never knew!...  The 
one that's been haunting me!  
Axel: You're insane...  
Neo: YOU will die Axel...  
-battle with Mega Man Axel begins--  
  
End of Battle:  
  
Axel: HA HA HA!! Is that all you got Neo?... you're still weak and useless... 
I can't believe you got through with he others...  You make me sick...  
Neo: ... nggh... I can’t believe how cocky you are...  
*secretly the ghost of Solo creeps behind Axel*  
Neo: !!!  
Axel: Oh please... enough of your games... you're going to go down with he 
rest... then once I take care of Shinobu.. I'll be the only remaining Mega 
Man...  And I'll rule over all... the best of them all!  
Neo: ...  
Axel: What the hell are YOU staring at? HLK!!! *Solo grabs Axel form behind, 
choking his with his scythe*  
WHAT THE HELL IS THIS!!! WHO'S BEHIND ME!  
Solo: ...Now... it's time to show you...  what pain really is...  
Axel: What?... NO!!! YOURE DEAD!!! NEO HELP ME!!!! AUGH!!!  
Neo: Sorry Axel... I thought you were willing to take it on... seeing as 
you're the most powerful Mega Man and all...  
Axel: YOU BASTARD!!! THIS ISN'T OVER!!! LET ME GO!!!! I'LL KILL YOU!!! I'LL 
KILL YOU ALL!!! NOOOO!!! AUGHHHH!!!!!! *Solo makes a crack opening into the 
highway and goes down into it, dragging Axel with him* Where are you taking 



 

 

me? STOP!!! GYAUGH!!!! SOLOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!! *the crack closes and 
Axel is dead*  
Neo: ... Goodbye brother Axel...  
-Neo leaves, Mega Man Axel is dead-  
(Neo receives Burning Wheel)  
  
End of Script #019  
 
Script #020-Back at the city 
  
Beginning:  
  
Neo: ...ah... The only obstacle keeping me from the island...  The police 
are probably swarming the area trying to find me...  
Zero: YOU!!!  
Neo: Dammit...  Already spotted...  
*zooms off*  
Zero: All units, report! I want that man alive...  I'll deal with him 
myself...  
-Start Stage-  
  
Middle Stage:  
  
Neo: shit! A dead end...  
Police: We have you surrounded...  Come out with your hands up or we will 
open fire...  
Neo: ...  Seems I have no choice I guess...  
Tri Light: *shows up from  secret door* Neo! This way!  
Neo: What?... You!....   hmm...   
Tri Light: Why are you so reluctant, I'm trying to help you...  
Neo: And you trust me that I won't kill you...  
Tri Light: Yes...  
Neo: .... nggh.. fine... *dashes to the door*  
-Inside the secret path-  
Tri Light: Neo... I was worried that you might not have made it...  
Neo: Why are you so interested in me?...  
Tri Light: I wasn't sure how to explain it...  But...  I knew there was 
something about you that was different... You may have been the cause of 
several murders on this Earth, but...  I knew that it wasn't your true 
form...  There had to be a good side to you...  
Neo: And you trusted this instinct?... Even I don't know my true self...  
Tri Light: I wanted to know more about you... and... Hopefully take you in 
so that I could talk to you...  
Neo: Who are you?...  
Tri Light: My name is Doctor Melissa Tri Light... I am a scientist... I used 
to work with Doctor Wily... your master...  
Neo: You knew Wily? Wha... I thought no one did...  
Tri Light: It's true... He wasn't always the power mad inventor you know...  
Neo: Power mad?... No...  He is the guardian...  
Tri Light: Is that what he told you?...  
Neo: ...hmm... should I trust you on what you say?...  
Tri Light: What were his intentions?...  Is he killing the Earth for 
power?...  Is he doing it for his own amusement?  Sending out his created 
children to do his plan... TO kill off every inch of life on this Earth?...  
Neo: I don't know his real intentions...  All I know... is that I want to 
know myself... the truth... why I was created...  
*the wall cracks as something bangs against it*  



 

 

Tri Light: The soldiers!  
Neo: I have tog et out of here...  SO do you...  
Tri Light: I know a secret pathway...  this way...  
-fade out, fade in as Tri Light and Neo are on the top of a building covered 
by a visor-  
Neo: Doctor... Why?...  
Tri Light: Neo... I just want you to be safe... and I want to keep others 
safe from you... There are some things that I may not trust you with... But 
I still know there is a way to turn you to the side of good...  
Neo: ... Maybe...  I won't know until I see my master...  
Tri Light: This is where we have to part Neo... I wish you luck...  
Neo: ... thanks...  
*jumps away*  
-continue stage-  
  
Battle:  
  
Neo: Ha! Almost out of the city...  
Zero: Not quite Neo....  
*A powerful explosion hits Neo before him and he falls back*  
Neo: NGGHHHAAAHH!!!... NO!  
Zero: We have unfinished business...  
Neo: ... Perhaps we do... But I can't settle it now...  
Zero: Silence you murderer...  You killed too many people... They were our 
sons.. our daughters... Our mothers and fathers...  Our workers... 
civilians... good people...  WHAT GIVES YOU THE RIGHT TO KILL?  
Neo: ...I can't explain...  I ne...  
Zero: Shut up!... You killed the one man that was closest to me in my entire 
life... right before my eyes... He was like a father to me... I can't die 
until the blood of the one who killed him is raged against this sword...  
I want revenge Mega Man Neo!  
Neo: ...Zero... I can't be sorry enough... I know your pain...  
Zero: WHO ARE YOU TO SAY YOU KNOW MY PAIN?  You killer...  You think that 
a simple sorry could take away the memory of a lost one...  I still have 
the memory of thousands lost since the day you showed up!...  You and those 
OTHER serial killers...  
Neo: Zero... You don't understand...  
Zero: We battle here and now... I have watched you endlessly... waiting for 
my time to strike so that I may avenge the ones who have died before your 
rage... HAVE AT YOU!!  
-Battle with Zero commences-  
 
End of Battle:  
  
Zero: Why are you so reluctant to battle?...  You lost your killing urge?  
Neo: I told you...  My fight is not with you...  
Zero: ... Mega Man Neo.. you mock me...  I know serial killers like you...  
You would only wait for me to strike, and then you will throw a knife to 
my back...  I'm not through to your game...   
Neo: ...  
Roll: Zero! Stop!  
Zero: Eh?... Roll... Get away form here... This evil reign of terror ends 
now!.  
Tri Light: No Zero.. you don't understand... He's not trying to kill 
anymore...  
Zero: ...  He deserves to die for his past killings!  
Neo: Go ahead... kill me...  I have nothing for me...  But the fate of this 



 

 

entire world rests with my knowledge beyond these waters...  
Zero: I'LL KILL YOU YET!!!  
Roll: NO!! BROTHER STOP! IF YOU KILL HIM WHAT MAKES YOU ANY BETTER THAN HIM?  
Zero: ngghk....  Ruh... Roll...     
Neo: (melding with Duo's voice) ...No one... deserves... to take... the life 
of.... another...  
*Duo lands behind Neo*  
Tri Light: I know it's hard for you to grasp that Zero...  The anger inside 
about Gunter has made you crave revenge...  
Roll: I wouldn't want you to end up just like him brother...  I...  
Neo: I can’t undo the past... but my future is just beginning...  Forgive 
me Zero...  
Zero: .... I... I don't... understand...  
Roll: *goes over to comfort Zero* brother... it's going to be okay...  
Duo: ...Neo.... it's time you set things right...  
Neo: ...  
Tri Light: ...Please come back... Mega Man Neo...  
*Neo dashes off, DUO disappears behind*  
Zero: ...The only monster in this world...  that caused all of this...  this 
entire world is dead because of one thing....  anger... Why was I so 
blind....  
-End of Stage-  
  
End of Script #020 
 
#021-The Entrance to the Island 
  
Beginning Sequence:  
  
Neo: This is the are of my birth...  Aren't you coming along?...  
Duo: I'm afraid I can’t...  
Neo: What?.. what's stopping you?  
Duo: There is too much evil here... I can sense it.. it’s making me 
powerless... If I come with you... I will not be able to do anything... and 
die...  
Neo: Evil... the energy?...  Just like when you were in my head...  
Duo: Yes...  Exactly... I couldn't do anything to help... I was powerless 
against Trio...  He fed too much upon the evil that was built...  
Neo: I can take care of this myself anyway Duo... You wait here...  This 
might take awhile..  
Duo: Good luck Neo...  
-begin stage-  
  
Middle Stage:  
  
Neo: huh?... the lights...  
*the lights flicker around as he nears Shinobu throne*  
Shinobu: ...Brother Neo...  
Neo: Shinobu...   
Shinobu: I know what you're thinking... You think I'm going to turn on you 
just like the others...  Relax Neo...  
Neo: How can I...  The master is the only one that's keeping in the truth...  
I have to talk to him...  
Shinobu: You can't...  
Neo: You're going to stop me aren't you?... You think I'm going to take your 
"place" as the most powerful Mega Man...  
Shinobu: It's true though... This entire thing was a test of power...  But 



 

 

not what you think...  
Neo: ...  
Shinobu: I'm afraid we are the only ones left...  Wily intended it to be 
this way...  Actually, he wanted there to only be one... You Neo...  
Neo: Why?...  
Shinobu: He knew you possessed the real power... the true force to diabolical 
plan...  I need to stop you from being here...  
Neo: ...No.. I'm not leaving until my questions are answered...  
Shinobu: ...  
Neo: Brother Shinobu...  Please... I have to know what my true purpose 
here...  
Shinobu: Oh brother... I think you know... ngghhk... he he he...  
Neo: Wha... Shinobu?... What’s wrong?...  
Shinobu: Nghhhaaughh... he he he he... STOP IT!!! *clenches his head, the 
entire room rumbles and debris hovers and then he retracts* hah.....   
Neo: Shinobu... your eyes...  
Shinobu: I know...  It was the program that Wily infected you with before 
you left...  
Neo: Trio...  
Shinobu: It's infecting me now...  It keeps telling me to destroy you...  
But I know better...  You are the only one that can kill me... It wants me 
to die...  I am the only one besides you that is still alive...  
Neo: No... Shinobu...  
Shinobu: Brother Neo... there is only one thing we can do...  We have to 
stop Wily before he unleashes the rage...  Quickly... we must move...  
Neo: Shinobu... I won't let my only brother die...    
Shinobu: ngghkk... NO... the force... it's growing..  
Neo: What?.. what's going on?...  FIGHT IT SHINOBU!!!  
Wily: EYAH HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA!!! I'm so impressed my son...  You 
have killed all your brothers...  It's a shame you had to.. but it had to 
be done...  There is only room on this filthy Earth for just one Mega Man...  
Neo: STOP IT! YOUR KILLING HIM!!!  
Wily: I'm not killing him... I'm giving you one last chance to prove 
yourself...  You will fight Shinobu and kill him...  like a good boy... he 
he he he ha ha ha ha...  
Neo: I won't so such a  thing you bastard!  
Wily: HOW DARE YOU SPEAK TO YOUR CREATOR!!! YOUR FATHER!!! YOUR MASTER!!! 
I created you.. and I can destroy you!...  You will fight Shinobu, even if 
I have to force you!!!  
Shinobu: Neo... kill me...  
Neo: No Shinobu... I won't... We have to fight Wily together!  
Shinobu: There is no more power left in me... I can’t fight it... I want 
you to end me...  so that you will have only Wily left to destroy...  
Hurry... before I go insane and kill you!  
Neo: Shinobu! NO!!! WILY STOP THIS NOW!!  
Wily: You think it's that easy Neo?...  This is your final chance... kill 
Shinobu!  Give the power to me!  
Shinobu: ...Neo....  
Neo: Shinobu...  
Shinobu: ...Promise me... Do not give in... to.... the... power.... 
ngggh.....  
Neo: What power?...  
Shinobu: EAYUGH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!...... he he he he he HA HA HA HA!!! *melds 
with Trio* And now Neo... the final round...  I know you can do it... fight 
me... FIGHT AND KILL!!!!  
-Begin Battle with Mega Man Shinobu-  
  



 

 

End of Battle:  
  
*Shinobu falls to the floor and a purple energy escapes him*  
Neo: SHINOBU!!! *runs over and kneels down, picking up his limp body*  
Shinobu: ...Neo.... my brother...  I'm sorry it had to be this way.... I...  
Neo: Save your strength... You can still be saved...  
Shinobu: No... It's too late for me...  You have to go on... Destroy Wily...  
Neo: I can't... I promised someone...  
Shinobu: You.... ungh....  The other brothers would have said you have 
become weak.... yet... I feel that there is something different now....  
You... actually know what it is to care... feel emotion.... we were built 
to follow the order to kill... but.. *cough cough cough*...  Neo...  take 
this...  
Neo: Your...  Your crystal... I can't...  
Shinobu: To remember me....  Neo... You will always be my brother.... Now 
I shall go to the afterlife with a clear conscience...  I know that I have 
done wrong....  The past is behind... Go for the future... Neo.... ungghh...  
Neo: Shinobu....... Shinobu!.... SHINOBU!!!!!!!!!!!  
*fade out*  
-Mega Man Shinobu is dead-  
(Neo received the Mental Element)  
  
End of Script #021  
 
Script #022-Wily's Chambers 
  
Beginning Sequence:  
  
Zero: What is he doing in there?...  
Duo: He's finding his destiny...  
Zero: I don't understand... He's...  
Duo: Was... a killer...    
Roll: Do you really think he's trying to help us?...  
Duo: All I know is that he must decide his path...  The future lies in his 
hands...  
Zero: Chose between good and Evil?....  
Duo: ...Between himself... and the Earth...  
-End of Sequence-  
  
Beginning of Stage:  
  
*Neo bursts through the chamber doors*  
Neo: That bastard... How dare he call himself my father..  
Wily: HA HA HA HA HA HA!... you impress me Neo....  
Neo: WILY!!  
Wily: Come on up my boy... There is something I wish to share with you...  
Neo: I don't care about what you have to show me...  
Wily: I'm sure you will if you want to know what lies ahead for you...  
Neo: ...  
-Begin Stage-  
 
Near End:  
  
*Wily appears in the middle of a pitch black room, upon a floating throne*  
Wily: Ah.. my son... So you came...  
Neo: WILY!  
Wily: You must be very heartbroken about your brothers... However...  Let 



 

 

us not dwell upon the past... I suspect you have many questions...  
Neo: What's this all about Wily?...  
Wily: It appears that the virus has been lost within you...  
Neo: Virus?...  
Wily: You have grown weak within your rebellion my son...  The chip I had 
implanted into you had done what I had planned.  But the disappearance is 
still baffling, it doesn’t matter.  You have given me enough power from your 
doings, more than I had hoped for...  
Neo: What?...  You mean.. Trio?...  
Wily: Yes... The voice you heard inside your head, it was nothing but a mere 
final experiment to close my plans for wiping the Earth clean of filth and 
the people ridden within it...  Through your constant killings, the energy 
inside you grew stronger, allowing me access to it...   
Neo: So... This was all a test...  
Wily: You could say that...  I had also provided you to test out your 
abilities with your brothers as well.  It proved quite interesting.  
Neo: ...You bastard... You enjoyed seeing your own "sons" die?...  
Wily: Although I have to admit it was quite entertaining...  But that is 
beside the point,  you have proven worthy enough to be considered the 
strongest Mega Man of all Neo...  In my earlier attempts to create the Trio 
virus, I created the prototype to "test" out the abilities.  However... Due 
to some miscalculations, the virus proved unstable, and had to be disposed 
of.  Mega Man Solo had to be deleted in order to expand to more capable 
subjects...  
Neo: ...So you sent Axel to kill him... I guess you aren't so perfect after 
all Master..  
Wily: SILENCE! *Wily sends a shock into Neo's veins which causes him to 
weaken* How dare you defy me... You... My ultimate creation!  You dare 
question my demands and my abilities! I AM THE MOST BRILLIANT MIND IN THIS 
WORLD!  
Neo: HNNNGGGKKKK!!!...  
Wily: Ah... But alas...  You HAVE defied me... Ever since I gave you the 
perfected version of Trio, you left in your own rebellion.  So I had to take 
measures...  You're idiotic brothers...  Even though I had given them 
orders to have you return to me, they all sought you out and kill you in 
their own test to prove which is the strongest... But I already knew.. None 
of them could match your fighting ability...  And besides, your rebellion 
gave me a healthy supply of energy for my plans... So it was proven to be 
a worthy cause...  
Neo: ...A worthy cause...  BAH!...  
Wily: Let me tell you a little story Neo...  Before the last war, a group 
of scientists discovered a crystal filled with an expanding energy force 
that was more powerful than any other fossil fuel imaginable... More powerful 
than electricity.. more powerful than any element.  They sought to use it 
as the Earths main fueling power.. but in the end, it was used as a weapon.. 
thus starting... and ending the war.  This energy became so powerful, it 
destroyed several nations... Causing what we see the Earth today...  I used 
it to fuel my plans to clean the Earth now..  This energy we know now is 
nicknamed Evil ENergy...  because of it's constant thirst for the four 
elements, anger... hate... murder... and death...   
Neo: And witht he Trio virus... I helped fuel it... damn...  
Wily: YOu catch on Neo... he he he he he he he HA HA HA HA!!! Now you'll 
be able to witness the creation of the project I had worked on for so long...  
The only thing that will be even stronger than you!!!  BEHOLD!!!!  
*The lights turn on in the BG, showing a huge figure inside a large capsule*  
Black Devil!  The carrier or the ultimate Energy, the most powerful machine 
that will destroy all!  All it needs it one final component...  YOu Neo...  



 

 

Neo: I won't be part of your experiment...  
Wily; You have no choice Neo...  I created you! and I can destroy you! You 
will be the host for this ultimate creation!  
voice: ha ha ha ha ha! you fool!!  
Wily: What?...   
*Wily gets knocked out of his throne by a purple energy and falls to the 
ground*  
Neo: That voice... Trio?...  
Trio: You thought you could controlt he most powerful force on Earth didn't 
you doctor?  You should know that Evil Energy could not be controlled by 
any mere human, it is manipulated!  You were just a host for us...  So that 
we could control you and become stronger!  
Wily: What?...  You... you!!  
Neo: The Evil Energy?...  but... It's alive?  
Trio: You were so foolish to believe that it could aid you, even after the 
same energy was used for the war!  Now we shall complete our own mission.. 
we shall control ourself!  We will be the end of your entire pathetic life.  
Wily: Wait! STOP! I command you!!  
Trio: You cannot command us anymore stupid mortal...  LET THIS BE THE DAY 
OF APOCALYPSE! AS THE MANY PLANETS BEFORE YOU!!!  
*Trio enters Black Devil and it awakes, and bursts through the glass of the 
capsule and flies out through the ceiling*  
Neo: WILY!!!! What have you done!!!...  TELL ME!!!  
*Neo grabs Wily by the collar and hoists him up*  
Wily: You wish to know the truth Neo?....   
 
Sequence after the incident:  
  
Wily: ... If you relaly wnat to know Neo... I was one of those scientists... 
I was the one that found The Evil Energy.  Even though we found a way to 
control it, I sensed a strange power within me as if controlleing myself...  
But that was not it's desire...  It wanted me to make it more powerful.  
After the war... I wanted to start all over....  
Neo: Start all over?... YOu mean wiping the Earth clean of filth... YOu wnated 
to kill all the humans to start over?...  
Wily: The only way to create a future is to undo the past...  In my streak 
of power, I sought to use the Evil Energy to destroy the Earth that we know 
today, to create a new Earth.  You and the others were a prototype to be 
the new race of the perfect world I had planned.  The Mega Men...  The race 
with no flaws... No disturbance... and no will of their own but what I say 
them to be.  THe World was to become mine... Recreated within my image...  
Some may have called me mad...  They still do... I know.  But, my way is 
the only way to make the Earth right again, as it was before the damn war!  
But through my miscalculations...  The Evil Energy was TOO strong... It 
created a will of it's own... creating Trio... And it passed to you, having 
you build up more energy as it crawled inside your body.  
Neo: You are sick... This was all because the world is not what you want 
it to be... It can't be changed with force... There has to be confidence 
within the people that still are alive that the world cn be regenerated.  
Wily: heh... That thought can't be done...  The people are too ignorant to 
live by themselves... tehy need someone to lead them.  And they cae about 
noone but themselves.  That's why they are insignificant... obsolete... a 
threat to the peace of the world.... nggh... *cough cough* *Wily is bleeding 
within his coat* It doesn't matter now... the World will be gone...  And 
so will I...  Your attempts will fail... and there is no more hope for human 
kind ever again... ungghh... *Wily falls limp*  
Neo: Wily?..... WILY??.... *he puts him down and kneels...*  



 

 

Even though you were a madman.... I... I thought I could change you... You 
were my creator... my father...  I... just knew I could help...  
...help...  
*gets up* I guess that's all I have to do now...  Even if I have to kill 
myself...  This world isn't going to end...  and there's going to be a new 
hope...  It's time I settle my destiny once and for all... I will avenge 
my brothers who have fought for the wrong purpose... It's time for this reign 
of evil... to end...  
-End of Sequence-  
 
End of Script #022 
 
Script #023-The return of the Mega Men  
  
Beginning Sequence:  
  
*Black Devil crashes out of the roof of Wily's base and hovers over it, the 
wind picks up as the four stand across from the island.*  
Zero: What the?.. what the hel is that?  
Duo: In the sky... unggh... the energy.. it's getting stronger..  
Roll: Duo!..  
Tri Light: We have to get to shelter... tell everyone to get to a safe spot 
hurry!  
Roll; yes!  
Duo: No... I must stay here...  It's... something I must do..  
Zero: I'll stay too... take everyone int he surrounding area and take them 
to the base... they'll be safe there!  
Duo: hngg....  
Zero: Duo.. what's wrong?...  
Duo: ...Nothing...  I just hope Neo can handle the strength of this beast...  
-End of Sequence-  
  
Beginning:  
*Neo enters an area that leads up to the roof*  
HA!... I can catch up to him from here... I... what?... brother... brother 
Cirus?... No... wait... It's not you...  
*A figure of Cirus, but surrounded by a purple energy stands before Neo, 
emotionless and silent*  
Neo: This must be the work of that cursed Evil Energy!... It's trying to 
slow me down while it powers itself for it's apocalypse... I'll just have 
to dispose of these quickly...  
-Begin battle with MMCirus Copy-  
  
(throughout the stage, Neo will run into and must battle wtih all seven of 
his brothers... until near the end:  
  
Neo: What?...  It... it's me....  
*A figure that looks like Neo slowly walks toward him and then stands, covered 
by the flow of evil energy he raises his arm and grins maniacally*  
Neo: ...So... Is this the plan... Try to freak me out and kill me by making 
a copy of myself?  Well it's not going to work... There is only one Mega 
Man Neo... You think you can match my power? JUST WATCH!!!  
-Begin battle with MMNeo copy-  
  
End of battle:  
  
Neo: ARE YOU A COWARD TO FACE ME?  YOUT HINK YOU ARE THE MOST POWERFUL ENTITY! 



 

 

THEN SHOW ME!!! COME HERE AND FIGHT ME FACE TO FACE YOU COWARD!  
*outside*  
Zero: Huh?.. that.. taht beast is returning intot he base...  
Duo: No... it's not finished yet... Neo is calling upon it..  
Zero: Can he handle that thing?  It might kill him! We have to..  
Duo: NO!... it's his destiny... He must do this on his own...  
*Black Devil falls toward Neo as he climbs up, and then stomps onto the 
rooftop.*  
Neo: ...Black Devil... So... you just couldn't resist the challenge could 
you?...  I'm going to show you once and for all, that noone messes with me... 
or my planet!    
Black Devil: ....  
Neo: You don't need to say anything... Lets go... I'll destroy your power...  
Even if you are a streaming ball of energy!!!  
-Battle with Black Devil Begins-  
  
End of Script #023  
 
Battle with Black Devil:  
  
Neo: ...So.. you're the doctors ultimate project...  This has gone far 
enough.  I'm putting an end to you before you destroy this world!  
Black Devil: ...  
Neo: There's something different in you...  But.. familiar...  Shinobu  
Black Devil: ...  
Neo: nggh.. I can't let my mind be taken over by the evil energy...  nggh.. 
Damn you Wily...  This is all your fault.. you're thoughts about "clenseing" 
the world would only end in an imperfect world...  I know.. humans can be 
given a second chance... It's time to put an end to this evil energy!!!  
*battle with Black Devil commences*  
  
Black Devil has five separate forms:  
  
Normal- Black Devil will perform similar moves to that of Yellow Devil, like 
throwing his separate parts toward Neo.  
  
Skull-In his Skull form, he will begin firing multiple shots in several 
directions, and his final move will be a powerful and long blast of energy 
where there is little to move around by.  
  
Yamato Man-Will oddly transform into a figure that looks closely related 
to Yamato Man, or a Bushido soldier.  He has a long spear and is quite agile.  
  
Apocalypse Tank-The largest of the forms, he will turn into a gigantic 
creatuire that has bull horns and a powerful punch.  His energy blasts now 
magnetically charge toward Neo.  
  
Blob-His final attempt will turn into a ball and hover around toward Neo.  
He will fire lasers through his eyes that trail around and emits smaller 
versions of the first Black Devil.  
  
  
Black Devil is defeated:  
  
*Black Devil falls, and begins to melt, the energy symbols around him flash 
and then dim out.  The only thing that is left is the sphere that was inside 
his body, and it cracks and explodes.  Neo guards as the blinding explosion 



 

 

fades and he huffs*  
Neo: It's over...  ungh.. there will be.. no apocalypse...    
NGH! WHAT!  AUGH!!!! MY HEAD!!! I... AUGH!!!!  
Voice: You thought you could destroy me!  THE ULTIMATE FORM OF POWER!  
Neo: no...  Trio  
Trio: HA HA HA HA HA HA!!!  You are now my host for the ultimate apocalypse.. 
I'll make sure this entire planet isw dead.. even if I have to kill each 
being one by one!...  Come with me Mega Man Neo... don't fight the power!  
Now that I am with you as one, you can be the most powerful being in all 
the world!  
Neo: NO!!! STOP IT!!... I... can't...  give... IN!!! *screams as the screen 
fades to black*  
  
-end of Black Devil Battle-  
 
*Battle with Trio*  
  
Trio: You fool!... You dare destroy your own consciousness just to fight 
me?  Hmm... you are less weak than I had thought...  No matter...  I can 
still control your body to kill every single soul on this pathetic planet.  
he he he he... yes...  I will make you suffer!  I'll just let you live enough 
to see each and every body I tear apart!  Just to show you that I am the 
most powerful being in the universe!!!  
Neo: Is all you do is talk?  I've had enough... I'm not going to stand by 
and let you kill this earth!  Humans deserve another chance!  
Trio: HA HA HA HA!!! Do you still think this is your idiot Masters 
"cleansing"?...   
Neo: ...  
Trio: That fool built you to become the superior race of all beings.  He 
wanted to wipe this earth clean of the disgrace...  I could care less who 
humans and robots are like...  To me, they are nothing BUT filth... another 
speck on this god forsaken universe...  He he he he...   
Neo: ...Evil Energy!!!  
Trio: HA HA HA HA HA!!! Once I'm done with you there will be nothing left!  
DIE NOW MEGA MAN NEO!!!  
-fight with Trio begins-  
  
*after Trio is defeated*  
  
Trio: he he he he... yes I LOVE THIS!!!  the more pain you give me, the more 
power I have!...  I'm through playing with you...  It's time to show you 
what a superior being has in store!  
*he engulfs himself in purple energy and begins to grow.*  
Neo: shit...  
Triole: I AM TRIOLE!!  THE MOST POWERFUL BEING INT HE UNIVERSE!!!  
Neo: heh...  how pathetic...  YOu say you are the most powerful being...  
yet you need a host body to live...  
Triole: that is what we are...  he he he he...  
Neo: ...?  
Triole: We continue from planet to planet... engulfing them to our will...  
We destroy everything in our path...  But some of us were less prepared... 
I will not let history be repeated as it once was...  
Neo: you... YOU STARTED THE GREAT WAR!!!!  
Triole: HA HA HA HA HA! I wish...  That was the plan of my brother... 
something that he had worked upon decades after his other brothers first 
attempt...  we are a family of destruction.. not giving up until all life 
is destroyed but us...  



 

 

Neo: You need us to survive!...  When you destroy the entire world, you will 
be no longer!  
Triole: ....We will keep going to other life... other planets... we make 
sure the balance is ordered! NOW DIE NEO!!  
*battle with Triole begins*  
  
To be Continued   
  
  
*Battle with Triale*  
  
*Triole is defeated*  
  
Triole: I... Won't... give up!!!  You are just as annoying as those my 
brothers fought before me... and just as stubborn!!!!  I'll make sure you 
die and die painfully!!!    
Neo: eenggh... b....bring it on not a very nice person!  
Triole: ...ERAUGHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!! *more energy flows around 
him, a vortex swirls behind, he becomes so ingulfed by the eenergy*  
Wha... GRAUGHHHHH!!!!... yes... YES!... the power... the absolute 
destruction!!!.. er... eraughhh!!!!  
Neo: I odn't think even YOU can control so much power...  
Triole: HA HA HA HA HA!!! YES!!!  I WILL DESTROY YOU NEO!!!  YOUR PATHETIC 
UNIVERSE WILL BE MINE TO CONTROL!!!  I AM EVIL ENERGY!!! I AM THE APOCALYPSE 
OF THIS PLANET!!! HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA!!!! *Triole flashes and 
transforms in Triale, a hideous disfigured beast with glowing red eyes that 
walks on six legs.  He has two arms, and one is mishapen with large claws.  
It roars without conscious*  
Neo: and I... w...won't stop until this madness ends!!!  
*battle with Triale begins*  
  
Triale is the most difficult boss int his game, being the last as well.  He 
only has one weakspot, his head, and even with that in mind, it's hard to 
reach.  What Neo must do is wait for Triale to attack with his evil energy 
bursts (the ones that make Neo insane during the entire game when he gets 
hit)  But he can only take so much, if he gets hit with one more than four 
times, he gets engulfed in the evil and it's Game Over.  Once Neo is "insane", 
he can jump higher and attack more visciously.  As he strikes, more of 
Triale's body will disintegrate and it'll reveal a glowing mass within that's 
shaped like Trio.  Neo must be once again sane in order to attack it (Neo 
cannot attackw ith his buster when insane).  Once Neo attacks, Triale will 
regenerate and Neo must go throught he same tactics. (attacks aren't 
included)  
  
*to be continued*  
 
*Triale is defeated*  
  
Triole: ERAUGHHHHHHHHH!!!... I can't believe this!  This is impossible...  
Neo: Go back tot he hell hole you came from!..  
Triole: HE HE HE HE HE HE HE!!! I'  
m not through yet!!!  
Neo: *gets caught in one of the purple energy fields*  
UWAHHH!!!!  
Triole: I won't die while you're alive...  SUFFER!!!!!  
Neo: No... I...  UWAHHHH!!!!!!!...  
Triole: It.... is... ovr... f.... yu.... d-DIE!!!...  



 

 

Neo: AUGHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!  
*A bright flash surrounds*  
(Outside)  
Zero: What... the island...  
Duo: No... The energy is dying... it'll explode!  
Zero: Everyone take cover!!!  
*Everyone leaves*  
  
-To be continued-  
 
Ending 1: VIRUS ENDING  
  
Zero: Neo... is he alive?...  
Duo: *looks down*  
Trilight: Is he alive?... TELL US!  
Duo: .... I can't...  I don't sense anything...  
Zero: That explosion must have been too much... I should have done 
something...  
Duo: *places his hand on his shoulder* Don't blame yourself...  Neo already 
knew about his destiny... he just had to fulfill it...  
Roll: Neo...  The one who we thought would be the death of us all... 
actually... saved us...  
Duo: ...He knew that this Earth needed another chance to regain itself...  
Zero: ...  
Trilight: There's only one thing to do now...  Start where we left off... 
it's time to set our dreams into a reality...  this Earth will once again 
be striving of life...  
Roll: Right... huh?... Duo... where are you going?... DUO! Zero stop him!...  
Zero: ...I won't...  
Roll: ...brother...  
Zero: I already know what he's going to do...  
Roll: ...  
Trilight: Come on... we have alot to do...  
  
*Duo walks in the middle of a shadowy desert, it's dark and there is only 
a moon, he walks and stops*  
Duo: ....  I knew you would be here...  I could actually feel your prescence 
up there...  I could hear you call out to me... you wnated me to come here... 
And... I know what's happened to you, and I won't let you depress the dreams 
so many lives have hoped for since the fight...  I'll stop this...  It ends 
now...  
Neo: *A red glow comes form the shadows* ...It never ends... *Darts forward 
with rage*  
  
*The End*  
-Roll Credits-  
 
Ending 2: DUO ENDING  
  
*Duo, Zero, Roll and Trilight stand across the ocean, watching the fire.  
Duo and Zero walk off as ROll and Trilight stay and watch in horror*  
*Duo and Zero are in an alleyway*  
Zero: He's...  he's gone?  
Duo: ...*slowly nods*  
Zero: ...He...  He saved us all...  He gave this earth a second chance... 
I was wrong about him...  I SHOULD HAVE HELPED HIM!  
Duo: Do not blame yourself...  It was his destiny... he had to...  



 

 

Zero: I stood back while he risked his life for us...  I feel so selfish...  
Duo: It's not your fault...  Zero...  This was his fight...  He did it for 
the good of all of us because he blamed himself for the cause of it all...  
Zero: ... *Duo walks off* huh?... Duo... where are you going?  
Duo: It's time I moved on Zero...  This earth needs help.. and there's only 
one way I know that can help it all...  
Zero: how...  
Duo: You'll find out in time..... *walks off more then stops again* ....And 
Zero...  
Zero: hm?....  
Duo: Gunther says hello... *walks off into the distance as Zero watches, 
he stands in confoundment and begins to tear*  
Roll: *runs over to Zero as he falls to his knees* Brother!...  brother are 
you okay?... you...  
  
...you look as if you've seen a ghost...  
  
*As Credits roll, Duo is seen walking through the desert, dust blows showing 
much of a silhouette of him, he seems to be wearing a scarf...*  
  
THE END  
 
Ending 3: RETURN ENDING  
  
TWO YEARS AFTER...  
*Zero is sitting by a desk, in front of a huge window, construction workers 
are seen outside, the area seems alot brighter and cleaner than in the 
beginning of the story, Roll walks in*  
Roll: Brother... you've been like that for hours...  You okay?  
Zero: Hm?... oh.. hm... nothing... I'm just thinking...  
*Roll walks up toward Zero and puts her hand on his shoulder*  
Roll: YOu want him to come back... don't you?..  
Zero: who?..  
Roll: don't act like you don't know... hee hee...  
Zero: ...I guess you know me too well...  Sometimes... I think I see him...  
But..  
Soldier: Sir...  there's a problem here... we need your help!  
Zero: I'm on it... Roll, stay here and monitor the situation..  
Roll: I'll keep you informed... good luck.  
*Next scene, Zero is seen running down the streets, Roll is heard in his 
communicator*  
Roll: Seems to be a riot going near the bank area...  YOu suppose there's 
a heist?  
Zero: there's almost noithing in that building... what?...  
*Zero stops and looks up within the crowd, a figure is seen on the top of 
the building.*  
Zero:... it... can't be...  
*Zero pushes within the crowd and runs inside the building. it's dark and 
barren, yet the crowd seems to stay outside, Zero rushes over to one of the 
soldiers*  
Zero: ...what's the problem?...  
Soldier: He's in there... he says he has almost 100 pounds of ammo!...  We're 
keeping our distance...  
Zero: You stay here... I'll try and sneak in...  
*Zero walks in carefully and spots the maniac holding the building, he is 
surrounded by bombs and carries a machine gun.  He spots Zero and points 
toward him*  



 

 

Maniac: STOP!!!  Don't come any closer bastard!!!  
Zero: ... *looks up* huh?...  
Maniac: What the hell you lookin at?... GWAUGH!!! *is suddenly jumped by 
a figure wearing a scarf and within only minutes the maniac is fallen. Zero 
only stands in awe.*  
Zero: ...wh... who are you?..  
Unknown: Someone who is trying to undo the past... Zero... *walks up toward 
the light and reveals his face, it's Neo*  
Zero: ...!  
*the figure leaps away, leaving the body there.*  
Zero: It.... it was him....  
  
THE END  
-roll credits-  
 
Ending 4: HISTORY  
  
*the screen fades back, and Neo is on the ground.. he is surrounded in pure 
black. there is a dark blue figure before him just hard enough to see. a 
faint flash that circles ove rhis head*  
Neo: ...nggh... wh... where am I?...  
Unknown: Hello Neo...   
Neo: Wh... who are you?.. Trio?  
Unknown: No Neo... thanks to you... his presence is no longer... Now you 
can rest for now...  
Neo: WHere... am I?...   
Unknown: You are far away from the ones you once knew...  
Neo: far awa.... what is this?.. who are you?  
*another dark blue figure, slightly taller than the other walks over to him, 
he has the same flahs over his head*  
Unknown2: Relax... this is your day to rest... you've been through much...  
We know what it is to fight something as powerful as the evil energy...  
Neo: wait... how... how did you know that?...  Am... am I dead?..  
unknown: No... you're not...  you almost did however...  You're body is 
regenerating as we speak...  
Neo: how... how long will it take?...  
Unknown2: We're not sure... but it shouldn't take that long....  We...  were 
once like you...  But our bodies did not survive...  
Neo: ...I..   
Unknown: Enough... we should let you to your rest...  
Neo: but I.... have... que....s.....on...s.....  
*Neo falls into his sleep*  
  
"He doens't know who he is..."  
"It's best he doesn't..."  
"Do you think he'll ever know the truth?..."  
"...Who knows...  History always repeats itself..."  
"Yes...  but.. what of us?..."  
"...Leave it be..."  
  
THE END  
-the credits roll-   
  
  
Ending 5: HERO ENDING  
  
*you see nothing but black, and Neo talks*  



 

 

Neo:  I wasn't sure if I was alive or not after that day...  I was confused...  
I've been like that since the beginning.  I was built to be a weapon of 
chaos.. destruction... perhaps the only root to the apocalypse of the 
planet...  But, something stopped me...  There was a spark inside my mind 
urging me to end the madness, the cry of hope...  But what was it?...  
Something from my past?... I was built by Dr. Wily...  and now he is dead...  
my father... my creator...  
What is honestly bothering me... Is my fate...  
  
*A bright desert area is seen when the black fades out.  several rocks and 
pieces of war junk are hurled throughout it. a figure in the distance walks 
closer to the camera. It's Duo, wearing a scarf*  
Duo: ... hm... I'm getting closer... the reading has been getting stronger 
every day now...  
*he walks around, searching throughout the rubble, he lifts a heavy piece 
of metal away, there is the top half of Neo's body lying there, scarred and 
burned*  
Duo: My friend...  You have been through so much... hmm.. *he picks his limp 
half up and looks to him*  
I must commend you... you have done much help for this world...  The humans 
are striving once again... and the cities are being rebuilt... now that the 
evil energy is gone, thanks to you...  
*he puts his hand to his head and a blue energy flows onto his hand*  
Duo: You need much rest now young hero... In the mean time...  
*Duo puts down Neo's body and gets up, wlaking away.*  
  
*a crackle on a tv appears and then fully shows itself.*  
Reporter: r....reports believe that... a mys.... mysterious hero has... en 
sighted around th s...... w... an only wonder who he is.. and wh.... e's 
doing here...  
*the tv turns off*  
  
-Music plays as several police cars pull up to a building and stop, the camera 
tracks up the tall building, and stops and zooms out to see Duo, standing 
on the building, looking down, with the same scarf on.  A faint figure of 
Neo's head appears next to him and the entire scene fades out*  
-credits roll-  
  
THE END  


